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Abstract

Small size of wireless sensor nodes limit the size of the battery supported on it which

directly limits the capacity of the battery and lifetime of the sensor nodes. Though energy

scavenging is one of the solutions, it is not always reliable due to the unavailability of

energy to be scavenged (solar, wind, vibrations etc) all the time. Wireless Sensor Networks

(WSN) are required to work over longer period as they have been deployed to detect or

monitor some rare events or objects. It creates the need for stringent power optimization at

all the layers of sensor network. In order to have a WSN alive sufficient number of sensor

node needs to be alive covering the sensing field and providing a route to the sink.

Aim of this research is to increase the life time of battery powered wireless sensor nodes

along with the Quality of Service (QoS) ensured. QoS parameter considered is data loss

due to buffer overflow. Each sensor node can individually and independently make deci-

sions about its operating state depending on the current workload. QoS parameter is kept

at utmost priority along with the power optimization. Increasing the lifetime of sensor

nodes means decreasing the time averaged power consumption of processing and trans-

mission units. This research creates the need for a dynamically reconfigurable sensor node

in which computational as well as communication tasks can be carried out with different

speeds and power as per the requirement. DVFS (Dynamic Voltage Frequency Scaling)

and DMS (Dynamic Modulation Scaling) techniques help to increase the power efficiency

of communication unit and radio unit respectively. In this thesis we are focusing not only
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on the simultaneous use of DVFS and DMS but also on coordinated integration of the two

technologies what we have termed as Coordinated Adaptive Power Management (CAPM)

technique.

We have modeled a wireless sensor node as a tandem queue. Microcontroller has been

considered as first server and radio transmitter is the second one. In case of event detection

applications, data traffic is not uniform all the time. In the absence of an event, data

arrived in a node is very small, while data traffic increases suddenly when an event occurs.

We have tried to vary the service rate of processor using DVFS and transmitter using

DMS techniques as per the actual workload. Operating with lower service rate consumes

less power and with higher service rate, it consumes more power. Though increasing the

lifetime of a sensor node is our main objective, equally we are concerned with the data

loss due to buffer overflows. So we are suggesting a power optimization technique that

trades off between power consumption and buffer overflow probability. During the period

of heavy traffic, reducing the data loss due to buffer overflow is of higher priority and

during low traffic period, power saving is of higher priority.

Comparison is made for a sensor node with various capabilities- fixed service rate, only

DVFS, only DMS, both DVFS and DMS together and coordinated with each other. After

analyzing the tandem queue model of sensor node, we have considered a sensor node as

a single server having DVFS and DMS coordinated inside it. By changing the service

rate of sensor node (µ1, µ2,...), specific processing rate and transmission rate are selected

internally. M[x]/M/1/N model has been used to capture bulk data arrival and represented

with a Markov chain. As it has become very complex to solve Markov chain state equations

for performance analysis, we have developed GSPN models of sensor node with various

capabilities. Using SHARPE software analytical tool, we have analyzed all these models

for various performance parameters. MATLAB simulations carried out and compared with
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the analytical results. For WSN applications where non uniform data traffic exists, CAPM

has shown the lifetime improvement along with reduced buffer overflow probability.

We have analyzed the performance of a wireless sensor node under various data arrival

rates and results obtained from analytical tool SHARPE and MATLAB simulations for

various models of sensor node have shown that CAPM technique reduces the idle time

probability and idle power wastage during normal periods and reduces data loss due to

buffer overflow during catastrophic period and increases the lifetime of wireless sensor

network node. As compared to fixed service rate sensor node lifetime increase of 15% was

seen when only DVFS was implemented on a sensor node while implementing only DMS

it was 17.5% but DVFS and DMS together (CAPM) applied on a sensor node resulted in

27.22% lifetime increase. All these results support the concept of CAPM technique.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) has evolved as a much promising technique with appli-

cations in almost all the fields of life. WSN applications include environmental monitor-

ing [1] [2], structural monitoring [3] [4], machine condition monitoring [5], surveillance

systems [6–8], medical monitoring [9], aircraft monitoring systems [10], body sensing

[11] and many more.

Micro sensor nodes are powered by very small batteries which can supply a small amount

of energy for the functioning of nodes and nodes are expected to work reliably over a longer

period of time which may extend up to few years. Replacing the batteries is not feasible due

to remote, random and inaccessible deployment of nodes as well as due to large number of

nodes in the network. State of the art sensor nodes are UCLA’s Medusa MK-II, Berkeley’s

Motes, MIT’s µAMPs, Rene, Mica-2, Telos, Mica-Z etc. Most of the Wireless sensor

networks are application specific having its own design and implementation challenges but

a common challenge for all wireless sensor networks is of power management.

Energy scavenging is one of the promising option to overcome limited energy supplied by

the batteries. Electrical energy can be scavenged or harvested from environmental sources.

Different power scavenging mechanisms are photovoltaic, pressure variations, thermoelec-
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Chapter 1. Introduction 2

tric, human and vibration energy [12]. Wireless sensor networks lifetime can be improved

with the help of energy harvesting. Continuous research [13–16] is going on to develop en-

ergy harvesting WSN as it seems to overcome the problem of stringent power constraint.

Paper [17] discusses the various ambient energy harvesting methods and challenges of

designing networking protocols for such WSNs powered by ambient energy harvesting.

Harvesting energy for small devices like wireless sensors is challenging as the energy har-

vesting device has to be comparable in size (i.e. small enough) with rest of the system.

For WSN applications the energy demands are large because of the wireless communica-

tions but the availability of environmental power can not be guaranteed as node’s energy

harvesting opportunities may vary from place to place and time to time. Also the energy

consumption of the nodes varies due to uneven distribution of workloads or network traffic.

All these constraints indicate that sensor nodes with energy scavenging ability also need

energy management.

1.1 Energy efficient and low power system design

Energy minimization techniques have been proposed at all levels of the design hierarchy,

right from the system behavior to the silicon level [18–21]. Existing techniques include

those at technological, circuit, logic, architecture and algorithmic levels.

Techniques based on transistor sizing, floor-planning and wiring have been developed at

silicon level [22–25]. At circuit level, Dynamic Voltage Scaling (DVS), dynamic adjust-

ment in supply voltage throughout the execution period has been illustrated to minimize

the energy consumption or power dissipation. Pedram and Chang [26] have investigated

the use of multiple supply voltages for energy minimization in integrated circuits. Dongh-

wan et al. [27] and others [28] [29] have evaluated the impact of dynamic voltage scaling
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(DVS) on the performance - power trade off in context of various application domains.

Clock frequency control is applied in tandem with DVS (together it becomes DVFS) to

achieve better results [30]. Another popular approach [31] to power minimization at the

same level is dynamic power management which aims to reduce power consumption of

integrated circuits by selectively shutting down idle components at any instant. Reversible

or adiabatic logic [32] [33] is another technique considered. Several circuit level power

reduction techniques have been discussed in [34]. Low power design issue has been ad-

dressed at logic level through logic minimization techniques [35] while the techniques akin

to pipelining [36] [37] and parallel processing [38] have been employed at the architectural

level to address the same issue.

There is growing consensus that advances in battery technology and low-power circuit

design cannot, by themselves, meet the energy needs of future mobile computers and the

higher level techniques must also be involved. Recently the algorithmic or behavioral

level techniques are receiving the maximum attention due to the fact that higher the level

of the design hierarchy where energy minimization is tackled, higher is the possibility of

reduction in energy consumption [19].

As highlighted in [39] power management is required at node level as well as at network

level in WSN. Power efficiency improvement needs low-power hardware designs [40]

along with energy-efficient protocols [41]. Energy-efficient protocols include scheduling

protocols in the MAC layer [42], communication protocols in link layer and routing proto-

cols in the network layer [43]. To increase the lifetime of wireless networks in which nodes

are battery operated, various energy management techniques have been proposed in the lit-

erature. An overview of these techniques has been given in [44]. Mostly researchers have

suggested to reduce the wireless communication power [45] [46]. In [47–49] shutting

down processing unit has been suggested in order to optimize topology and communica-
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tion range. Shutting down results in power saving. Information about network traffic and

route is exploited in [50] to decide when to turn the node into the sleeping state from ON

state. Dynamic Frequency Scaling (DFS) and Dynamic Voltage Scaling (DVS) techniques

are energy efficient when the processor is in idle state [51] to reduce power consumption.

We discuss these techniques in brief as:

1. Power aware routing: At network level power aware routing is performed using

different algorithms which helps to reduce end to end transmission power. Power-

aware routing aims at minimizing the per packet transmission power in multihop

routing [52–55]. The major limitation of power-aware routing is that it only mini-

mizes the transmission power of nodes and ignores the power consumption in other

radio states. As a result, it is only effective for the radio platforms with high transmis-

sion power or the networks with high workload where nodes operate in transmission

state most of the time.

2. Duty cycling: In a wireless sensor networks where a large number of sensor nodes

are deployed it is possible to exploit node redundancy to select only a minimum

subset of nodes to remain active for maintaining connectivity [56]. Remaining nodes

can go to sleep and save energy. Duty cycling serves two fold purpose- topology

control and power management.

3. Topology Control: Finding the optimal subset of nodes that assures network con-

nectivity is referred to as topology control. In this perspective topology control can

be seen as a complimentary technique to power management. Topology control in-

creases the network lifetime by a factor of 2-3, when compared to a network with all

nodes always ON [2,57,58]. Topology control aims to preserve the desirable proper-

ties of a wireless network (e.g. K-connectivity) through reduced nodal transmission
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power. A comprehensive survey on existing topology control schemes can be found

in [59].

4. Sleep scheduling: In sleep scheduling, each node operates in a duty cycle composed

of wake-up/sleep intervals. A sleep schedule with fixed duty cycle is adopted in

802.11 Power Saving Mode (PSM) [60]. Ye et al. propose a MAC protocol called

S-MAC for WSNs [61]. Each node in S-MAC operates in synchronous adaptive

duty cycles that can be extended based on network activity. T-MAC [62] is a MAC

protocol that can mitigate the impact of low node duty cycle on network throughput

by an adaptive sleep schedule adjustable based on workload variation. Polastre et al.

[63] proposed a MAC protocol called B-MAC for WSNs that supports asynchronous

sleep scheduling and adopts a low power listening scheme to wake up nodes. The

major limitation of asynchronous sleep scheduling is its high overhead in neighbor

discovery as each node in the neighborhood has different sleep schedules. Similar to

connectivity maintenance, sleep scheduling only reduces the idle listening power of

the network.

1.2 Some other power management techniques

The existing power management approaches only aim at reducing the power consumed

in a particular radio state. As a result, they are only effective for certain radio platforms

and network conditions. Topology control and power-aware routing protocols only reduce

the transmission power of radio, and hence are not suitable for the applications with low

workload or the radio platforms with high idle power consumption. Sleep scheduling

protocols, on the other hand, only reduce the idle power consumption and hence are not

effective when the network workload is high or the idle power consumption of radio is
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low. Clearly, a WSN needs to reduce the energy consumed in each of the radio states (i.e.,

transmission, reception, and idle) in order to minimize its total energy consumption, which

requires effective application of all the above approaches.

1. Dynamic Power Management (DPM)

Many researchers have studied and suggested DPM for wireless sensor network ap-

plications. In order to save the battery energy certain units of a wireless sensor node

are allowed to enter in sleep mode and again turned active when required. Radio

transceiver is one such unit which consumes maximum power for Tx/Rx (Tx- Trans-

mit, Rx- Receive) and also consumes significant amount of power in the listening

(idle) mode. For example, radio used in Mica-Z sensor node consumes 59.1 mW

power in Rx mode, 52.2 mW power (maximum Tx output power) in Tx mode [64],

ATmega128RFA1 radio module consumes 37.5 mW in Rx mode and 43.5 mW (max-

imum Tx output power) in Tx mode [65]. So it is always better to have radio in sleep

mode rather than in the idle state when there is no data to transmit (idle mode).

2. Dynamic Rate Selection

In wireless sensor networks, multihop communication is preferred because of less

power available for data transmission. Lower transmission rates save the battery

power but can not handle the large data during catastrophic conditions (event oc-

currence) and important data gets lost. This can be avoided by transmitting data at

higher rates. So here the need arises in which sensor node transmission rates can be

selected dynamically. This rate selection depends on the factors like actual work-

load, energy budget of each node, timing constraint on the packet delivery time and

data loss due to buffer overflow. Rate can be selected as a function of one of these

factors or a combination of two or more factors. Selected rate also needs to cope
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up with the channel conditions. All such factors contribute to select the rate dy-

namically. In [66] authors have suggested to select transmission rates based on the

available energy budget in the nodes battery. Rate selection is subject to satisfying

a time constraint on the end-to-end packet delivery time. A source node calculates

the transmissions rates for other nodes on the route to meet the end-to-end delay.

Source node is assumed to have the knowledge about energy budget of other nodes.

In [67] [68] [69] objective is to maximize the throughput of transmission over a

time-varying channel subject to an average transmit power constraint. Here both the

buffer and channel state information is considered for transmission power and rate

selection. Markov decision process (MDP) is used to model the situation. In [70]

authors have considered the problem of rate selection for different classes of traf-

fic. For each class of traffic an optimized service rate is selected such as to have

no packet loss due to buffer overflow. The relation between the power consumption

and the transmission rate (in bits per second) is well studied in information theory

(Cover and Thomas, 1991). In [71] transmission rate and delay trade off has been

analyzed. Scheduling algorithms which adaptively change the transmission power

and rate, based on both the transmission queue backlog and the channel conditions

are discussed in [72].

3. Modulation Techniques

Effect of modulation techniques on energy efficiency has been analyzed in many

papers. In [73] the binary and M-ary modulation schemes have been compared. It

shows that M-ary modulation is more energy efficient than binary for a small over-

head and transmit-on time. Here start up time is the time required for a node to transit

from sleep state to wake up state. M-ary modulation is the key to adaptive modu-

lation in which number of bits per symbol (constellation size) can be changed adap-
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tively which results in variable data rate but with constant symbol rate. MQAM,

MPSK, MFSK are some of the possible variations. In [74], it has been shown that

MQAM modulation is efficient for short range communications. In [75] authors have

referred energy efficient non complex modulation scheme as green modulation. It is

shown that the On-Off Keying (OOK) displays a significant energy saving as com-

pared to the optimized NC-MFSK in dense WSNs with small values of path-loss

exponent. In recent years, several energy-efficient modulations have been studied in

the physical layer of WSNs. e.g. [76] [77]. In [76] the authors have compared the

battery power efficiency of PPM and OOK based on the Bit Error Rate (BER) and

the cutoff rate of a WSN over path-loss Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN)

channels. [77] investigates the energy efficiency of a centralized WSN with an adap-

tive MQAM scheme. However, adaptive approaches impose some additional system

complexity due to the multi-level modulation formats plus the channel state informa-

tion fed back from the sink node to the sensor node. Most of the pioneering work on

energy-efficient modulations, including research in [76], has focused only on mini-

mizing the average energy consumption per information bit, ignoring the effect of the

bandwidth and transmission time duration. In a practical WSN, however, it is shown

that minimizing the total energy consumption depends strongly on the active mode

duration and the channel bandwidth [78]. NC-MFSK and OOK have the advan-

tage of less complexity and cost in implementation than MQAM and Offset-QPSK

used in the IEEE 802.15.4 protocol and can be considered as green modulation in

WSN applications. In [79] M-ary PSK modulation scheme is analyzed in Rayleigh-

Lognormal fading channel and found useful in enhancing the data throughput of the

communication system.
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1.3 Related work constraints

From the survey of existing literature on the power optimization for WSN at node level we

observe that-

• DVFS and DMS are mostly studied in stand alone manner and not studied necessar-

ily for WSN.

• Most of the existing work aims at minimizing the wireless communication energy

consumption and ignores the computational energy consumption. Advanced appli-

cations like military surveillance require rigorous data processing which consume

considerable energy and can not be ignored.

• Mostly existing work applies communication performance scaling to single-hop se-

tups which can not be directly applied to multi-hop communication in WSN.

• Performance scaling techniques (DVFS and DMS) mainly studied for power- latency

trade off. (not considered data loss due to buffer overflow).

• Models assume that energy consumption is a continuous function of message mod-

ulation level (or correspondingly message transmission latency) but in practice few

discrete levels are only available.

• Performance scaling, sleep-wake up scheduling and power adaption have been ad-

dressed individually for power optimization.

• Few recent papers have talked about the integrated or joint use of DVFS and DMS on

the sensor node but these papers have mainly focused on trade off between compu-

tation and communication latencies. Still coordination between DVFS and DMS has

not been studied, buffer overflow has not been considered as QoS parameter and also

detailed mathematical modeling of sensor node performance has not been found.
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1.4 Research problem statement and objectives

With the above mentioned constraints in mind, aim of this research is to increase the life

time of battery powered wireless sensor nodes though the final aim is to have a long lived

WSN. Increasing the lifetime of individual sensor nodes will ultimately result in a long

lived wireless sensor network. Each sensor node can individually and independently make

decision about its operating state depending on the current workload. It provides flexibility

to the sensor nodes which assures QoS along with the power optimization. QoS parameter

is kept at utmost priority along with the power optimization. Increasing the lifetime of

sensor node means decreasing the time averaged power consumption of processing and

transmission units. This creates the need for a dynamically reconfigurable sensor node

in which computational as well as communication tasks can be carried out with various

speeds and powers. DVFS and DMS technologies help to increase the power efficiency of

communication unit and radio unit respectively. Applying both of these simultaneously on

a sensor node is expected to reduce the power wastage during idle period. In this thesis we

are focusing not only on the simultaneous use of DVFS and DMS but also on coordinated

integration of the two technologies. To achieve this objective, mathematical models for the

operation of reconfigurable sensor nodes at the node level were built first. Then model’s

performance analyzed using GSPN module of software package SHARPE.

The fundamental trade-off between service delay and power consumption is exploited at

physical layer which consists of transmitting with the lowest power over the longest feasi-

ble duration. At MAC level, many power reduction techniques suggest to transmit as fast

as possible and turn the radio off. These two approaches seem contradictory though both

results in power saving.

Transmitting with the lowest power (lower transmission rate) over the longest feasible

duration (maximum tolerable delay) results in the power saving but seems useful for the
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applications where data arrival is low and smooth. In the situations like WSN where data

arrival is not uniform (sometimes no data or very less data and sometimes suddenly bursty

data). Always transmitting with the lowest power would not be able to maintain the delay

constraint and will also result in data loss due to buffer overflow if buffer size is small (as

in sensor nodes).

So meeting the delay constraint with no data loss (due to buffer overflow) and increasing

the lifetime of small battery powered sensor nodes is the real challenge.

We have tried to combine both DVFS and DMS techniques optimally. By having a low

duty cycled sensor node (fixed timeout driven schedule), sensor nodes are allowed to enter

in the sleep state frequently resulting in power saving. Whenever sensor nodes become

active they are allowed to select the service rate as per the actual workload requirement. It

results in power saving when there is less workload and also reduces buffer overflow data

loss by increasing the service rate during catastrophic conditions. Minimum and maximum

service rates are determined by the tolerable delay and symbol error rate by considering

MAI (Multiple Access Interference) effects.

Accordingly power and buffer overflow optimization problem at sensor node level can be

stated as-

At the beginning of each time slot given the knowledge of input buffer occupancy (work-

load monitoring), select the coordinated operating states (service rates) of processing and

transmitting units so that the average power consumed and data loss due to buffer overflow

is minimized within the given latency bounds. Increasing the lifetime is prime objective

but not at the cost of data loss.

Figure 1.1 elaborates the scope of this research thesis. We consider a model where in-

dividual nodes support both Dynamic Voltage frequency Scaling (DVFS) and Dynamic

Modulation Scaling (DMS) power management techniques. Such model has been ana-
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Figure 1.1: Area of research problem
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lyzed in [80] in order to explore the energy-time tradeoffs. We not only aim at energy-time

tradeoffs but also focus on reducing the data loss due to buffer overflows. So our power

management technique is two dimensional as it tries to satisfy two QoS parameters namely

latency and buffer overflow. We have coordinated DVFS and DMS techniques in order to

have better power management. This coordinated implementation of DVFS and DMS on

a sensor node we call as Coordinated Adaptive Power Mangement (CAPM) technique.

1.5 How CAPM is different from DPM?

DPM CAPM

Processing and radio units of sensor node

can independently enter sleep mode.

Both the units enter together in sleep mode

or active mode.

Processing and radio units work with fixed

service rate.

Both the units can change service rate

adaptively in a coordinated manner.

Switching from sleep to active mode takes

considerable time.

Switching from one active state to other

does not need much time.

Possibility of data loss during switching

period.

Possibility is very less.

Power optimization technique but can not

assure network coverage, connectivity and

also increases data loss due to buffer over-

flow probability.

Provides better network coverage, connec-

tivity and power optimization along with

reduced buffer overflow probability.

1.6 Contributions of the thesis

Contributions of the doctoral research work presented in the thesis can be outlined as:
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• A node level approach increasing the life time of individual sensor node and thereby

indirectly enhancing the lifetime of the wireless sensor network.

• A node independently selecting its service rate as per the actual work load at a par-

ticular time.

• Development of following models and MATLAB simulations:

– A tandem queue model of a sensor node to capture the inside details rather than

a single entity.

– A rate adaptive sensor node model using CTMC (Contineous Time Markov

Chain) for performance analysis.

– GSPN (Generalized Stochastic Petri Nets) models for a wireless sensor node

with various capabilities.

• Development of coordinated DVFS and DMS technique where processing and trans-

mission rate of a sensor node is dynamically selected by only observing the input

buffer.

• A first attempt to coordinate DVFS and DMS to reduce the data loss due to buffer

overflow along with power optimization.

• Use of SHARPE software tool for extensive analysis of sensor node performance for

bulk data arrival and various data arrival rates using GSPN models.

• Use of CAP management technique leading to energy efficient Time out sleep

scheduling algorithm along with better coverage and connectivity.

• Lifetime increase of 27.22% and buffer overflow probability reduction up to 58.33%

(during catastrophic period) for a wireless sensor network node with CAPM as com-

pared to that of sensor node with fixed service rate.
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1.7 Thesis organization

This thesis consist of eight chapters.

• Chapter 1 has presented wireless sensor networks challenges and constraints of sen-

sor nodes. It highlights the crucial need for power optimization at node level and

motivation behind this research thesis.

• Chapter 2 introduces the background theory and concepts required for this thesis. It

briefly discusses various sleep scheduling strategies used to achieve low duty cycled

sensor nodes. Adaptive power optimization techniques DVFS used for processor and

DMS for transmitter has also been discussed.

• Chapter 3 explores the concept of Coordinated Adaptive Power management

(CAPM) technique. Effects of coordination between DVFS and DMS techniques

as per the actual workload in the input buffer have been discussed and compared

with that of having no coordination. This chapter outlines the goals, requirements

and components of aforesaid concept.

• Chapter 4 presents tandem queue model of a wireless sensor node. A sensor node

with fixed service rate, with only DVFS implemented, with only DMS implemented

and both DVFS and DMS implemented together has been considered. MATLAB

simulation of these sensor node models has been carried out. Adaptive threshold

policy for rate switching is discussed in this chapter.

• Chapter 5 presents the CTMC model for coordinated rate adaptive sensor node. It

represents the M[x]/M/1/N model for bulk arrival and batch service given by multi-

rate wireless sensor node. Performance of sensor node has been analyzed in normal
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workload conditions as well as in catastrophic workload conditions. It presents the

over all algorithm for CAP scheduler.

• Chapter 6 presents GSPN models of wireless sensor node with various capabilities

and their performance under various workload conditions. Performance analysis

carried out with the help of software package SHARPE.

• Chapter 7 discusses the overheads associated with CAPM technique. Rate switching

overheads associated with low power ATmega128RFA1 has been discussed.

• Chapter 8 summarizes the thesis and presents the final conclusions. It also provides

directions for future research.



Chapter 2

Power Optimization Techniques Used at Sensor

Node Level: a survey

We consider a low power hardware selected for Wireless Sensor Nodes. Applying sleep

scheduling on these nodes lowers the duty cycles and increases the lifetime of sensor node.

Large number of sensor nodes allows some nearby sensor nodes to enter sleep state as

some other nodes are available to take care of sensing and connectivity. Our focus is on

power consumption reduction during the ON periods of sensor node. Though our aim is to

increase the lifetime of sensor nodes but maintaining the QoS is of highest priority even at

the cost of increased power consumption. In this chapter we discuss the power saving tech-

niques like sleep scheduling, Dynamic Voltage Frequency Scaling (DVFS) and Dynamic

Modulation Scaling (DMS). Sleep scheduling lowers the duty cycle while DVFS and DMS

trades off power against latency parameters of computing unit and communication unit re-

spectively. QoS parameter we have considered is data loss due to buffer overflow along

with latency constraint.

17
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2.1 Sleep scheduling or Duty cycling

Sleep scheduling protocols are implemented in the MAC layer [42] to increase the life-

time of wireless sensor networks. In a wireless sensor networks, where a large number

of sensor nodes are deployed, it is possible to exploit node redundancy to select only a

minimum subset of nodes to remain active for maintaining connectivity [56]. Remaining

nodes can go to sleep and save energy. Duty cycling serves dual purpose - topology con-

trol and power management. Topology control is important in view of network coverage

and connectivity issues. It is highly desirable to sense the complete area of interest at all

time instants (coverage) so that event occurring any where, at any time will get detected.

Another important issue is to send the sensed information to the data sink timely. For this

purpose always there should be some path available for data forwarding (connectivity).

A coverage and connectivity problem was considered in [81]. Conditions on the sensing

radius, the network density and the reliability were derived to achieve asymptotic coverage

and connectivity.

Fundamental relationship within the context of providing network coverage using low

duty-cycled sensors for surveillance purposes is examined in [82]. In this paper, authors

investigated the problem of providing network coverage using low duty cycled sensors.

It showed that using coordinated sleep algorithms, one can obtain greater reduction in the

duty cycle at the expense of extra control overhead as compared to the random sleep sched-

ules. In sleep scheduling, each node operates in a duty cycle composed of wake-up/sleep

intervals. A sleep schedule with fixed duty cycle is adopted in 802.11 Power Saving Mode

(PSM) [60]. Ye et al. propose a MAC protocol called S-MAC for WSNs [61]. Each node

in S-MAC operates in synchronous adaptive duty cycles that can be extended based on

network activity. T-MAC [62] is a MAC protocol that can mitigate the impact of low node

duty cycle on network throughput by an adaptive sleep schedule adjustable based on work-
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load variation. Polastre et al. [63] proposed a MAC protocol called B-MAC for WSNs that

supports asynchronous sleep scheduling and adopts a low power listening scheme to wake

up nodes. The major limitation of asynchronous sleep scheduling is its high overhead in

neighbor discovery as each node in the neighborhood has different sleep schedules. Simi-

lar to connectivity maintenance, sleep scheduling only reduces the idle listening power of

the network.

Optimal sleep scheduling is discussed in [83], where instead of periodically waking up the

sensor nodes, sleep period is kept some multiple integer N of the ON period. Value of N is

optimally selected depending on the packets arrived in the queue. For such adaptive sleep

schedules, during sleep state only transmitter is turned off but receiver is kept on. Over

short distance communication, power consumed for data transmission and reception are

comparable and hence not much power saving results. Also it looses the synchronization

among the sleep schedules of neighboring nodes and may not ensure good coverage and

connectivity. Only the switching cost is saved by not switching on the transmitter fre-

quently. In [84], it has been emphasized that keeping nodes in the deep sleep state results

in energy saving but the loss of communication capabilities during the sleep states not only

affects network connectivity in the multihop WSN environment but also reduces the over-

all sensing coverage. Sensed data cannot be timely forwarded to the data sink as the nodes

in the routing path have their transceivers turned OFF. Also the data sink won’t be able to

communicate with the nodes though needs to deliver important instructions.

Many papers consider sleep scheduling of the transceivers only in which during sleep state

no transmission takes place but data arrival continues. It results in data transmission latency

and also network coverage and connectivity are not considered in the analysis. In [83] an

optimal sleep scheduling algorithm is worked out based on sleep duration, arrival rate

and packet delay and energy consumption. Various sleep scheduling algorithms can be
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classified as:

1. Always ON (No scheduling): In this case a sensor node always remains ON from

the time of its deployment in the sensing field irrespective of whether there is any

task to perform or not. Here, sensor node may remain idle over a longer duration and

power gets wasted without doing any work. Life time of sensor node and obviously

the life time of network is very small. In event detection application sensor network

may fail even before the occurance of event due to depletion of batteries, if no energy

scavenging means are provided.

2. Rotational sleep schedule or Time out schedule: In this case a small percentage of

the sensor nodes are active at a time. After a certain predetermined time these nodes

are turned OFF (lowest energy consumption mode) and some other sensor nodes are

turned ON. A sleep scheduler decides which nodes to wake up so that complete field

of interest can be sensed all the time. Better time synchronization between sensor

nodes is required in this case. For every node ON time and OFF time are adjusted

such that,

TON << TOFF

% Duty cycle =
TON

(TON +TOFF)
·100 (2.1)

Power saving can be achieved by having low duty cycle. Periodically nodes are

switched ON to check whether there is any task pending to perform. If any pending

task, performs it, otherwise remains waiting for the work over a period TON and then

switches to OFF state. In this condition coverage of the sensing field and connec-

tivity between the active nodes at all times is the main issue that sleep scheduler

needs to take care. Periodically every node wakes up with start up time Twakeup, and
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remains ON for a fixed time TON . Then it returns to sleep until the next wakeup

instant. In this schedule, network connectivity can be assured by adjusting the wake

up periods of sensor nodes such that whenever a node wakes up, there is at least

one neighboring node in the active state. It requires certain neighboring nodes to be

synchronized in order to wake up at the same time. Clock synchronization in wire-

less sensor networks is beyond the scope of this work. Here we simply assume that

nodes are synchronized by means of some synchronization protocol. In a Fully Syn-

chronized Pattern, all nodes in the network wake up periodically and remain ON for

a fixed time duration TON . Then, they return to sleep until the next wakeup instant as

in [85]. This is the simplest wake up scheme and hence used in several practical im-

plementations including TinyDB [86] and TASK [87]. A fully synchronized wakeup

scheme is also used in MAC protocols such as S-MAC [88] and T-MAC [89]. The

fully synchronized scheme applies equally well to both flat and structured sensor

networks. The main drawback is, as neighboring nodes become active at the same

time after a long sleep period they try to transmit simultaneously causing a large

number of collisions. Also the scheme is not very flexible since the fixed active and

sleep periods and does not adapt to variations in the traffic pattern and/or network

topology.

In this thesis, we have tried to remove this drawback by offering a multiple service

rate capability to the sensor nodes so that sensor nodes can select the service rate

as per the traffic requirement and accordingly consume the power. Within the fixed

schedule, flexibility is added so as to reduce the power consumption.

3. Greedy sleep schedule: It is a modification of rotational sleep scheduling. Fre-

quency of turning ON is predetermined but ON time and OFF times are not fixed.

Depending on the workload requirement, TON and TOFF are adjusted. Whenever a
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node is turned ON, it will check for the task to perform, in a certain time period if

there is no work to do then instead of remaining idle it turns OFF. It results in to bet-

ter energy saving but the issue of coverage and connectivity is not properly assured

all the times, which may lead to miss some data of interest.

4. External wake-up or event triggered schedule: Periodically waking up node con-

sumes lot of energy due to larger start up time. In this scenario a sensor node remains

in sleep state and is turned ON when required to perform some task. A node is wo-

ken up by some external agent when an event occurs. Different wake up protocols

are used to fast wake up the node when required. This scheme results in maximum

energy savings and prolonges lifetime of the network. But this needs a very good

wake up strategy for fast wake up of the nodes so that event is not missed and also it

depends on external wakeup agent.

It is preferred in all event-driven scenarios like fire detection, surveillance of machine

failures etc. In such applications sensor nodes are in the sleep state (only sensing unit

active for monitoring the surroundings) for most of the time. As soon as an event

is detected, nodes are woken up with the help of low power radio. It needs two

different channels, one for normal data communication and another wakeup channel

for awakening the nodes are needed. This wake up schedule is most energy efficient

as nodes are awaken only when needed so nodes do not remain in idle state and

power is saved. This energy efficiency comes with the drawback of additional cost

for the second radio and also there is the possible mismatch between the coverage of

the two radios.

Because of the significant start up time of transceivers as well as processors it is not a wise

decision to reduce ON time and entering the node in the sleep state [90]. As the ratio of
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Figure 2.1: Sleep scheduling schemes: (a) Always ON, (b) Rotational, (c) Greedy, (d)
Event triggered wakeup

ON time to start up time decreases, power consumed per packet transmission increases. So

sensor node must be kept ON for sufficient amount of time.

From these discussions, rotational sleep schedule seems the suitable one as it can provide

better network coverage and connectivity over all the time periods. In the next sections, we

discuss power optimization techniques which help to save the power during ON period of

the rotational sleep schedule.
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2.2 Optimizing computational energy using Dynamic

Voltage Frequency Scaling (DVFS)

Dynamic voltage frequency scaling (DVFS) is a technique that varies the supply voltage

and clock frequency based on the computational load to provide the desired performance

with the minimal amount of energy consumption. In most of the WSN applications, sensor

nodes have a time varying computational load and hence peak system performance is not

always required. DVFS exploits this fact by dynamically adapting the processor’s supply

voltage and operating frequency to satisfy the instantaneous processing requirement.

Here performance of processor is lowered against its energy efficiency. Performance is

degraded in the sense that it takes more time for processing and introduces computational

delay (latency), which is the cost paid to save computational energy. So this means of

computational energy saving can be used only within the latency constraint, which is not

going to adversely affect the performance of the network. This latency constraint is differ-

ent for different applications. Several modern processors such as Intel’s Strong-Arm [91],

Transmeta’s Crusoe [92] and Intel’s XScale [93] support dynamic voltage and frequency

scaling. There is an inverse relationship between the task processing time and the operat-

ing clock frequency. Also there is a cubic relationship between the system power and the

operating clock frequency. The system power can be divided as fixed (static) power and

variable (dynamic) power. Fixed power remains unchanged during the active period of the

system regardless of whether system is processing some task or is idle. Examples of fixed

power component includes DC-DC converter power and PLL power as well as leakage

power dissipation. Variable power consumption changes with time depending on the state

of the system whether busy or idle and also depend on operating clock frequency of the

system. Examples of dynamic power include the CPU and memory power dissipations as
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well as I/O controller power. Standby power is defined as the total of fixed power plus idle

power components of the system [94]. Total power dissipation in a CMOS based circuit is

given as-

PTotal = Pdyn +Pstat (2.2)

where Pdyn is the dynamic power component due to its dependence on the switching be-

havior and the frequency of the circuit.

Pdyn = Cp · fclk ·V 2
DD (2.3)

Here Cp is the constant of proportionality (switching capacitance) related to the effective

parasitic capacitance of the logic gates.

Pstat is the static power component also called as leakage component as it results from the

leakage current.

Pstat = Sp ·V 2
DD (2.4)

Here Sp is the constant of proportionality that depends on the conductivity properties of

the circuit. Task processing time or time delay required to complete the task is given as

Td =
VDD

K(VDD−Vt)α
(2.5)

In these equations VDD is the supply voltage and Vt is the gate threshold voltage. Since the

clock frequency supported on the processor/ controller is linearly dependent on it’s supply

voltage, VDD can be written in terms of fclk as,

VDD =
fclk

K
+ ε (2.6)
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where K and ε are hardware dependent parameters [95]. So by reducing the clock fre-

quency it is possible to reduce the supply voltage which reduces dynamic power compo-

nent cubically and also the static power component quadratically. On the other hand it

affects the performance (Td) only linearly. If we reduce the operational clock frequency

we can get linear energy savings. Additional quadratic energy savings can be obtained if

we reduce the power supply voltage to the minimum required for that particular frequency.

DVFS is a combination of both Dynamic Voltage Scaling (DVS) and Dynamic Fre-

quency Scaling (DFS) to reduce power consumption by varying supply voltage and clock

frequency [96–101]. Practical implementations of DVFS are: Variable Speed Con-

stant Bandwidth Server (VS-CBS) [102], Genetic List Scheduling Algorithm for Energy-

Efficiency (EE-GLSA) [103], General Dynamic Voltage Scaling (GDVS) [104] and Real-

Time DVS (RT-DVS) [105–108]. A performance monitoring unit (PMU) based applica-

tions have exploited DVFS technique for energy saving with tolerable performance degra-

dation, examples are [109–112]. Many researchers have focused on the CPU power reduc-

tion using DVFS techniques [113–118]. Figure 2.2 shows the power-latency trade off that

Figure 2.2: Power consumption and idle periods of a processor (a) without DVFS, (b) with
DVFS
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can be achieved using DVFS. DVFS reduces idle time periods. From this figure, DVFS

becomes an energy efficient technique only if the energy saving is more than the energy

cost. In the following section, we discuss similar technique applicable to radio transmitter

which trades off transmission power and latency.

2.3 Optimizing communication energy using Dynamic

Modulation Scaling (DMS)

Apart from monitoring its environment by means of its sensors and transmitting its own

data to the rest of the nodes, a wireless sensor network node has to act as router, broad-

casting packets received from other nodes. In fact, in a typical sensor network, a great per-

centage, around 65% , of all the received packets in a node have to be redirected to other

destinations [119] . Modulation scaling technique trades off energy consumption against

transmission delay (latency). Dynamically varying the modulation index is a concept of

M-ary modulation (Refer section 1.2) which is effective for sensor network environment.

Figure 2.3 shows the conceptual block schematic of DMS technique. Output buffer is

monitored and as per the buffer occupancy a particular modulation scheme (b) is selected

and the required transmit power levels are adjusted.

Generally, the energy consumption of the radio consists of two components - an RF energy

component that depends on the transmission distance and modulation parameters and an

electronics energy component that accounts for the energy consumed by the circuitry that

performs frequency synthesis, filtering, up- converting, etc. The energy required for a

complete radio transmission can be described as

Etx = EEL +ERF (2.7)
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Figure 2.3: DMS concept

where EEL represents energy consumed by electronic circuitry and ERF energy radiated

(mainly because of power amplifier).

EEL = Ptx · (TON +Tstart) (2.8)

ERF = Pout ·TON (2.9)

where,

• Ptx represents the power consumed by the transmitter electronics.

• Tstart is the startup time.

• TON is the time duration in which sensor node remains ON.

The most evident way to make communication efficiency higher is reducing transmission

time (TON). This can be achieved by codifying more than one bit per symbol(M-ary modu-

lation). Using several modulation schemes, dynamically selecting the proper one, supply-
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ing the radio with a power value that can meet the value of Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR)

other than the maximum one, can reduce energy cost of data transmission. The startup

time Tstart is of specific concern. It seems better to reduce the transmission time Ttransmit

in order to reduce the energy consumption, so generally it is desirable to transmit as fast

as possible and turn to OFF state. To reduce transmission time, it is desirable to transmit

multiple bits per symbol. For today’s off- the- shelf transceivers, startup time is much

higher (hundreds of microseconds) and it increases the EEL very aggressively as compared

to ERF . So switching transmitter ON and OFF frequently is not a wise decision and may

not result in significant energy saving.

The transmitter schedules packets out of the queue at the rate of Rt at time t and uses power

Pt for transmission. The energy function is monotonically increasing and strictly convex

in Rt . It was shown that the average power is exponentially related to the rate [120].

Consider M-QAM modulation, where energy consumption per bit is given by [121]

Ebit = [Cs · (2b−1)+CE +CR ·
Rsmax

Rs
] · 1

b
(2.10)

where Cs, CE and CR are hardware dependent factors and have been derived in [121] .

Time required to transmit one bit is given as

Tbit =
1

b ·Rs
(2.11)

Main motivation behind adaptive modulation is to maintain fair QoS or to maintain a con-

stant SNR. In wireless communication, proper SNR should be assured for the required

QoS. Transmitted power level [122] can be varied as the noise level varies so as to keep

SNR constant. But many times it is not the SNR to be maintained constant but it is the QoS

parameter like BER (bit error rate) to be maintained over varying SNR. Such objective can
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be achieved by changing symbol transmission rate [123] as the SNR varies, by varying

constellation size (number of bits per symbol) [124–126] or by changing coding rate or

coding scheme [127] or any combination of these parameters [128–130] . Without sacri-

ficing bit-error rate (BER), such schemes transmit at high speeds under favorable channel

conditions, and reducing throughput as the channel degrades. Spectral efficiency can be

increased by optimizing both the transmission rate and transmission power [131]. Slowing

down the speed of packet transmission saves energy but results in packet drops as a result

of buffer overflow.

In [132] authors have proposed a strategy to bound the number of packet drops. Energy

efficient packet scheduling policy with latency constraint using DMS has been proposed

in [133]. Curt Schurgers et al [121] studied the dynamic modulation scaling for energy

efficiency of communication devices and analyzed the trade off between communication

energy and transmission latency. They systematically compared Dynamic voltage scaling

with dynamic modulation scaling

In [134] adaptive modulation scaling has been analyzed using queuing theory for checking

the energy efficiency, packet delivery latency and packet loss. In [90] authors have dis-

cussed the problem of start up energy and have compared binary modulation with multi

level modulation. Higher start up time not only increases the start up energy consump-

tion but also reduces the energy efficiency of M-ary modulation as TON : Tstart ratio re-

duces [90]. Centralized and distributed control schemes have been discussed in [135] for

selecting optimal value of modulation level, where adaptive modulation scaling has been

analyzed using queuing theory.

Our approach is different relative to all of these adaptive techniques in that we optimize

both the transmission rate and power to reduce the data loss due to congestion (buffer

overflow). In adaptive modulation scheme many parameters can be adjusted according
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to the channel conditions such as the transmit power, modulation level, symbol rate and

coding rate etc.

In the next chapter, we will make use of all these techniques on a sensor node in order to

achieve coordinated adaptive power management (CAPM).



Chapter 3

Coordinated Adaptive Power Management

(CAPM)

In order to have energy optimized sensor nodes a low power hardware design is the ba-

sic requirement. Applying sleep scheduling algorithms further energy savings can be

achieved. Coordinated Adaptive power (CAP) management is implied during ON peri-

ods of the sensor nodes so that energy consumption is further reduced and lifetime can

be increased. CAP management is a technique in which processing rate of a computation

unit and transmission rate of a communication unit are changed together as per the actual

number of packets waiting in the input buffer for the service. As discussed in Chapter 2,

technique used to vary the processing rate of a computation unit is DVFS and technique

used to vary the transmission rate of a communication unit is DMS. CAP management not

only results in energy optimized processing and transmission but also reduces the packet

loss which may result due to limited buffer size in Sensor Nodes. This chapter introduces

the concept of CAP management.

32
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3.1 Introduction

Different strategies can be adapted for energy efficiency where main objective is to reduce

the power consumption but at the cost of performance degradation. This performance

degradation may be in the form of speed of processing as in the case of DVFS, may be in

the form of data transmission rate as in the case of DMS or may lead to miss some data of

interest as in the case of different sleep scheduling algorithms used for energy saving. If

data of interest does not get sensed or sensed data does not get communicated well in time

to the server, purpose of sensing is not satisfied.

Data loss in a wireless communication system results in two ways. One possibility is that

data is transmitted successfully and traveling on a communication channel data may be lost

due to channel impairments, heavy traffic resulting in collisions, network congestion, no

connecting node etc. Second possibility of data loss is before data transmission takes place.

With a low resource hardware having constraints on its memory and buffer sizes, there is

possibility of data loss due to buffer overflow. The tradeoff between packet loss due to

buffer overflow and packet loss due to transmission errors has been studied in [136] for the

increase in the overall system throughput. Data loss after transmission can be controlled

to some extent by using proper modulation technique, channel encoding, error correcting

codes etc. Data loss before transmission needs to be taken care by individual node. This

kind of data loss is very prominent in the wireless communication networks where each

node is highly hardware constrained as well as energy constrained. Wireless sensor net-

work is a good example of this kind of network. Data is lost in the node itself before getting

transmitted. Such loss occurs due to the buffer overflow at the output buffer (data loss due

to buffer congestion). Data processed by processor comes in the output buffer and waits for

getting transmitted. If the channel condition is poor then transmitter will not transmit the

data in order to save the retransmissions. If receiver cannot receive the packet due to colli-
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sion or something else then transmitter does not receive acknowledgement (ACK) from the

receiver and needs to keep the transmitted packet stored in the queue for retransmission.

In such conditions probability of data loss due to output buffer congestion increases (either

tail drop or head drop policy) as the output buffer size is very small in wireless sensor

nodes. It not only leads to data loss but also results in CPU power wastage. It is wise to re-

duce the processing speed and save processor power if the transmission speed has reduced

and packets in the output queue are waiting. In [11] effect of network congestion on buffer

congestion has been analyzed and shown that reducing the speed of microcontroller during

congestion periods can save power. We have discussed the effect of network congestion

on buffer congestion resulting in data and power loss. Now consider the situation when

there is no network congestion and channel condition is also good. For sensor network

applications like monitoring applications most of the time there is no event occurring and

there is very less traffic in the network. We call this time period as normal period. When

event occurs and gets detected by the sensor nodes then the traffic in the network increases.

We call this time period as catastrophic period. This increased traffic needs to be handled

with proper processing and transmission speed otherwise data loss due to buffer overflow

will occur. Information about the event of interest though sensed will not reach to the sink

node. It may violate the purpose of deploying WSN.

If sensor nodes are always operated in energy saving mode then it may result in data loss

due to limited buffer sizes. On the other hand if always operated for worst case condition it

will unnecessarily drains the battery energy and the lifetime of the node will be very small.

So what is desirable is a delay tolerant but loss intolerant sensor network. This kind of

WSN will work with maximum tolerable delay (it will save the power) when there is not

much workload. During catastrophic period, sensor nodes have to handle peak workload

so work in some other active mode which will consume more energy but ensure no data
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loss within the node.

With CAP management we are trying to adaptively change the power consumption of

sensor nodes. Power consumption of processing unit and communication unit are coordi-

nated together and changed adaptively with respect to the workload. Coordination between

processing and communication subunits results in reduced power consumption as well as

reduced data loss because of buffer overflow.

3.2 Sensor node architecture

For the purpose of sensing and data forwarding every sensor node is equiped with three

main subunits as sensing unit, processing unit and communication unit. All these units

are powered using a small battery. Among these units, communication unit is the major

energy consuming unit. Different studies have shown that it consumes about 60% of the

total energy, processing unit consumes about 30% of the total energy and sensing unit

consumes a very little part about 10% of the total energy [137]. So different researchers

are working to reduce the energy consumption of communication unit and processing unit

in order to save the overall energy consumption of the sensor node and prolong the lifetime

of the node. Sensor node architecture have limited size input buffer and output buffer.

In input buffer, data arrives from sensors and from receiver. If processing unit does not

process this data at a proper rate then input buffer overflow may occur and data loss takes

place. Processed data arrives in output buffer which needs to be transmitted. If data arrival

rate is higher than the data transmission rate then output buffer overflow occurs resulting

in data loss before transmission.

Power consumption varies from one class of sensor nodes to another. Depending on the

requirement of application, sensor nodes may contain some additional units like position
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Figure 3.1: Basic blocks of a sensor node

finding system or mobilizer in case of mobile sensor nodes or may have some active sensors

like camera. All such additional units consume extra power for their functionality. Mote-

class node power characteristics are very much different from that of a Stargate node [138],

but if we consider the basic three units of a sensor node (sensors, processor/ controller and

radio) following observations hold considerably applicable-

• Wireless communication consumes much higher energy than computation [139].

• Over a short distance communication the radio energy consumption of reception,

transmission, and idle states is nearly same. Therefore, the radio should be turned

off whenever possible rather than keeping it in idle mode.

Though wireless communication is the major activity which consumes lot of power, power

consumption of microcontroller or processor also have significant share in the energy bud-

get of wireless sensor nodes. Emerging real time applications of WSN like body sensor

networks need powerful microcontrollers which consume more power [11] [140]. In [141]

energy consumption of the widely adopted Mica2 sensor node is studied very accurately

and shown that the power consumption of processor ranges from 28% to 86% of the total

power consumed and roughly 50% on average. So we can say that-
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it is equally important to optimize the power consumption of computing unit along

with communication unit.

We are trying to optimize the power consumption of processing unit and wireless commu-

nication unit together. The technology that enables to optimize the power consumption of

the processing unit dynamically is called DVFS and similar technique for communication

unit is DMS. Both these techniques have been discussed in Chapter 2.

3.3 CAP Management

3.3.1 Need

In order to save the overall energy consumption of a sensor node we consider to implement

DVFS and DMS on a sensor node. ON time period is divided in to number of time slots of

fixed duration.

Figure 3.2: ON period divided in to slots
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Figure 3.3: Wireless sensor node having DVFS and DMS without coordination

In Figure 3.3 at the start of every time slot status of the input buffer and output buffer are

checked independently and accordingly voltage-frequency settings of the processor and

modulation index of transmitter are set. In this figure for the ease of understanding we

have shown Transmitter and Receiver as two seperate blocks but practically it is the same

Tranceiver unit which either acts as transmitter or as receiver at a time. Here as DVFS and

DMS work independently on the same sensor node some of the problems that arise are:

• Two different power managers are required one for processing unit and other for

communication unit.

• Input buffer and output buffer are separately monitored hence more interfacing with

hardware is required.

• More software, more iterations and more energy required.

• DVFS has predictive approach but DMS checks the actual status of the output buffer,

so DMS monitor is not aware of what will be the status of output buffer in next slot.

• Most of the time sensor node simply has to forward the data, it does not consume

any time for processing and suddenly the data in the output buffer increases.
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As DMS modulator is not aware of this fact in advance so monitoring the output buffer,

deciding and then adjusting the modulation level for transmission in the same time slot

takes time. Meanwhile there is possibility of data loss due to limited buffer size. To

overcome above mentioned problems coordination between DVFS and DMS is required.

If operating state of communication unit is selected based on the operating state of the

processor then both units will work together for power optimization as well as possibility

of data loss before transmission gets removed.

3.3.2 Concept

CAP management is a technique to coordinate active operating states of processor and

transmitter in a particular time slot adaptively with workload. Dynamic Voltage Scaling

(DVS) [142] and Dynamic Modulation Scaling (DMS) [143] techniques are integrated on

the node and works in coordination. Idea of coordinated power management was floated

by Vijay Raghunathan et al [138] in 2002 which is depicted with the help of figure in the

paper as below. We have tried to exploit this concept for coordinating power management

Figure 3.4: Coordinated power management concept as given in [138]

of computing and communication unit with the objective of data loss reduction due to
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buffer over flow. Hardware limitations and power scarcity are the two main constraints

arise because of small size and low cost of the wireless sensor nodes. Making optimum

use of these two resources is the main objective of CAP Management which will give the

desired QoS. We have made the following assumptions:

• Due to limited energy availability, a short haul multi hop communication is preferred.

• Other than sensing its environment each node acts as a router and simply forwards

the received data to other nodes.

• Percentage of data to be forwarded is much greater than the percentage of data actu-

ally sensed (border nodes are exception).

• Number of border nodes is very less as compared to the total number of nodes in the

network.

Using the fact that if workload monitor observes a heavy workload and selects higher

supply voltage and clock frequency for processing predicted heavy load, then packet arrival

rate in output buffer will be quite high and if packets are not transmitted quickly then some

of the data packets may get lost even before transmission due to limited output buffer size.

In this situation modulation scaler selects higher constellation size i.e. selects multiple

bits per symbol and fast data transmission takes place, but at the cost of increased energy

consumption. If DVFS is selecting smaller value of supply voltage and clock frequency

then optimum constellation size b is selected, which results in to comparatively slow data

transmission but reduces power consumption.

In the block diagram shown in Figure 3.5 a common workload monitor and predictor con-

trols voltage and frequency scalers for processor and also modulation (Mod) scalar for

transmitter. As workload is predicted for next slot, where first data will be processed with
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Figure 3.5: Concept of CAP management on Wireless Sensor Node

certain processing rate and then will be made available in output buffer for transmission

so a sufficient delay is introduced before giving control signal to modulator. Also con-

stellation size used for modulation is required to be specified in the packet header for the

purpose of demodulation at the receiver side.

Use of DVFS and DMS together has been explored in [144] and [145] for minimizing

energy consumption. In [144], Kumar et al. addressed a resource allocation problem. sim-

ulation results for static and dynamic slack allocation algorithm are given and compared

with baseline algorithms and checked for single hop networks. In [145], genetic algorithm

is used to solve the convex optimization problem of the energy management. This paper

has mainly focused on trade off between computation and communication latencies. Still

coordination between DVFS and DMS has not been studied, buffer overflow has not been

considered as QoS parameter and also detailed mathematical modeling of sensor node per-

formance has not been found. In [146] [147] authors have combined DVFS and DMS

techniques to maximize the battery energy levels of individual nodes at the same time

meeting the end to end latency requirements.
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From various sleep scheduling algorithms discussed in Chapter 2, it reveals that CAP man-

agement has maximum scope of power saving in the scenario where sensor nodes remain

ON from its deployment and also in the applications where sensor nodes use time out (pe-

riodic) sleep schedule. We have modeled both the scenarios of normal period and catas-

trophic period using queuing theory and have discussed in next two chapters.



Chapter 4

Tandem Queue Model and Simulation of Sensor

Node

In this chapter we will analyze the performance of a wireless sensor node as a tandem

queue. Instead of directly modeling sensor node as a single entity, we have tried to capture

inside functioning of a sensor node with the help of tandem queue. Two main power

consuming units of a sensor node- computation unit and communication unit we have

considered as two servers connected in tandem. Here output of computation unit acts as

an input for the communication unit. A wireless sensor node with various capabilities like

fixed service rate, only DVFS, only DMS, both DVFS and DMS and both coordinated

together is considered and performance analysis carried out. MATLAB simulation of a

wireless sensor network node is carried out to check and compare the performance of

sensor node with various capabilities.

43
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4.1 Tandem queue model of sensor node

Single server, exponential queuing system with finite buffer capacity (M/M/1/K model)

has been well established in literature [148] [149]. From the sensor node architecture (see

Figure 3.1) it is possible to model individual sensor node as two servers with finite queues,

connected in tandem (output of the first becomes input for the second). Equivalent tandem

queue model is shown in Figure 4.1. In this model first server refers to the computing

Figure 4.1: Tandem queue model of Wireless Sensor Node

unit (processor or microcontroller) and second server is a radio transmitter. Data sensed

by various sensors and data received by the receiver comes in at the input buffer and gets

processed by the computation unit. Processed data is temporarily stored in output queue

before transmission. Input and output buffers are very small in size as wireless sensor

nodes are very small in size. We have considered periodic rotational sleep schedule (de-

scribed in Chapter 2) for sensor nodes as it provides better synchronization, field coverage

and network connectivity. Sensor nodes wake up (ON state) for a fixed duration and then

go to sleep (power saving state) for a fixed duration. We refer to sleep state as OFF state.

Duration of ON state and OFF state are predefined such that required low duty cycle op-

eration can be achieved. Sensor nodes keep on changing between OFF state and ON state.

Duty cycle varies application to application and also depends on the sensor node density

in the network. Higher the duty cycle more stringent is the need for power optimization.
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Let

An = number of packets arrived during nth slot 0≤ An ≤ 6

B1 = maximum input buffer size B1 = 6 packets

B2 = maximum output buffer size B2 = 6 packets

f = service rate of first server (depends on clock frequency)

b = service rate of second server (depends on transmission bit rate of transmitter)

Here service rate implies the maximum number of packets that can be served in

one time slot.

Mn = input buffer occupancy at the end of nth slot 0≤ Mn ≤ B1 packets

Nn = output buffer occupancy at the end of nth slot 0≤ Nn ≤ B2 packets

We have considered Late Arrival System (LAS) where data packets are allowed to enter in

the system just before the slot ends. These packets get service in the next time slot. Input

buffer occupancy at the start of a time slot is dependent on buffer occupancy at the start

of previous slot, number of packets served and number of packets arrived during previous

slot.

Mn = min{max{(Mn−1− f ), 0}+An−1, B1} (4.1)

Similarly output buffer occupancy can be written as,

Nn = min{max{(Nn−1−b), 0}+min{Mn−1, f}, B2} (4.2)

As discussed in chapter 2, DVFS and DMS are power optimization techniques used for

processor and transmitter respectively. Here we will implement these techniques one by
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one and then together on a sensor node tandem queue model to study effect on buffer

congestion (overflow) and power consumption.

4.1.1 Wireless sensor node with fixed service rates (No DVFS, No

DMS)

In most of the WSN applications during normal periods very less workload needs to be

handled. When the number of packets in the buffer is less than the number of packets that

can be served in one time slot of duration ∆t, server remains idle for some period. We can

define I1n as the Idle period of first processor in the nth time slot and can be given as,

I1n = max{( f −Mn−1)/ f , 0} ·∆t (4.3)

Similarly, we can define I2n as the Idle period of second processor in the nth time slot and

can be given as,

I2n = max{(b−Nn−1)/b, 0} ·∆t (4.4)

For a fixed service rate sensor node, Mn is a function of service rate and arrival rate. As

service rate is fixed Mn depends on arrival rate only. During normal period, arrival rate is

very small which keeps the value of Mn also small and as a result processor remains idle

over a longer period. On the contrary during catastrophic conditions the arrival (number of

packets arrived in one slot) increases but as the service rate is fixed and buffer size is small

possibility of data loss due to buffer congestion (buffer overflow) occurs as per the head

drop or tail drop scheme. Input buffer overflow (OV1) occurs when Mn = B1 and output
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buffer overflow (OV2) occurs when Nn = B2.

OV1n = max{(max{(Mn−1− f ), 0}+An−1−B1), 0} (4.5)

OV2n = max{(max{(Nn−1−b), 0}+min{Mn−1, f}−B2), 0} (4.6)

For example, consider a sensor node with fixed serice rate f = 0.5 fmax and b= 0.5 bmax i.e.

f = b = 3 packets per time slot. B−1 = B2 = 6 packets. During normal time period, packet

arrival rate is very small, if it is just 1 packet per time slot then from above equations we

can find out that sensor node remains idle for 66.66% of the time slot and there is no buffer

overflow. But when we consider catastrophic time period (An = 5 packets per time slot),

only 3 packets can be served by the first processor and the same 3 packets can be handled

by the second processor. So there is no output buffer overflow but packets get rejected at

input buffer resulting in 3 packets overflow in each time slot.

4.1.2 Wireless sensor node with only DVFS, No DMS (variable f and

fixed b)

In this case input buffer status depends on the arrival rate as well as service rate f . Arrival

rate cannot be controlled but service rate can be used as a control knob to reduce idle period

during normal times and buffer overflow during catastrophic period. In this case

Mn = min{max{(Mn−1− fn−1), 0}+An−1, B1} (4.7)

This value of Mn will decide the value of service rate fn. Smaller the value of Mn smaller

value of fn will be selected. Reduction in service rate will reduce the power consumption

(smaller value of f will need lesser supply voltage and reduce power consumption) and
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will take more time to complete the service (DVFS). It helps to reduce the idle power

wastage. Idle period of first processor in nth time slot can be given as,

I1n = max{( fn−Mn−1)/ fmax, 0} ·∆t (4.8)

By reducing the value of fn idle time will be reduced and will save the power. Buffer

overflow is given as,

OV1n = max{(max{(Mn−1− fn−1), 0}+An−1−B1), 0} (4.9)

During catastrophic condition as the arrival rate increases value of Mn will be more. Data

loss due to input buffer overflow can be reduced by increasing the value of fn. In order to

make service rate buffer adaptive we need to scale fn in terms of Mn.

fn = (Mn−1 · fmax)/B1 (4.10)

fmax is the maximum supported service rate. But as the second server in the tandem

queue (transmitter) works with fixed service rate, there is possibility of data loss during

catastrophe and more power wastage during idle period. Output buffer occupancy is-

Nn = min{max{(Nn−1−b), 0}+min{Mn−1, fn},B2} (4.11)

Output buffer overflow can be written as,

OV2n = max{(max{(Nn−1−b), 0}+min{Mn−1, fn}−B2), 0} (4.12)
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In this equation fn is varying at the first server but there is no control knob at the second

server to control the overflow. During catastrophe as An increases, fn at the first server will

increase resulting in increased Nn. As b is constant and B2 is fixed, output buffer overflow

increases. It not only results in data loss but as the processed data gets lost, processing

power used for that also goes waste. Similarly during normal conditions as An reduces,

fn will be reduced. It will reduce the packet arrival rate in the output buffer but as second

server works with fixed rate (which is high enough to handle worst case condition), it will

remain idle over longer duration and more power will be wasted. Idle period of transceiver

in nth time slot can be given as,

I2n = max{(b−Nn−1)/b, 0} ·∆t (4.13)

Nn−1 becomes smaller due to reduced fn but b is constant and moderately high hence I2n

increases. Implementation of only DVFS is not enough as it increases the processed data

loss and processing power loss during catastrophe and more idle power wastage during

normal period.

For example, consider a sensor node with variable fn (DVFS) and fixed b= 0.5 bmax (no

DMS). During normal time period, packet arrival rate is very small, if it is just 1 packet

per time slot then from above equations, value of fn selected will be 1 packet per time slot

and hence I1 = 0 but second server remains idle for 66.66% of the time slot and there is no

buffer overflow. But when we consider catastrophic time period (An = 5 packets per time

slot), fn will be set to 5 packets per time slot and hence OV1 = 0 but second server works

with constant service rate and hence can not handle the increased value of Nn and results

in the buffer overflow.
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4.1.3 Wireless sensor node with only DMS, No DVFS (variable b and

fixed f )

In this case service rate of processor ( f ) is fixed and kept considerably high in order to

handle sufficient number of packets during catastrophic conditions. Transmission rate b

can be varied as per the number of packets in the output buffer. During normal conditions

f will be much higher than the arrival rate An so the first server- processor remains idle

over a longer duration. Idle power wastage is more likely in the first server. Number of

packets entering in the output buffer is also small during normal conditions. Second server-

transmitter will select lower service rate b for the transmission of packets. Lowering the

transmission rate will reduce the power consumption (RF power with DMS). Similarly

during catastrophic conditions An will increase and if f is not sufficiently high then the

data loss may occur at input buffer. At the output buffer data loss due to buffer congestion

is reduced by increasing the transmission rate (more number of bits per symbol).

OV2n = max{(max{(Nn−1−bn), 0}+min{Mn−1, f}−B2), 0} (4.14)

Here though bn is changing, OV2n gets limited by f which is fixed. So implementation of

only DMS is also not enough.

For example, consider a sensor node with fixed f = 0.5 fmax (no DVFS) and variable bn

(DMS). During normal time period, packet arrival rate is small but value of f is fixed, 3

packets per time slot and hence I1 = 0.66 of total time slot but second server can adust it’s

serice rate to 1 packet per slot and idle time period can be reduced to zero and also there

is no buffer overflow. But when we consider catastrophic time period (An = 5 packets per

time slot), fixed value of f will make the number of packets arriving in the output buffer

constant and hence though second server is capable of increasing the service rate, it will
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work with the fixed rate (equal to the service rate of first server) and hence OV2 = 0 but all

packets will not be allowed to enter in the sensor node due to input buffer overflow.

4.1.4 Both DVFS and DMS integration (variable b and f )

From the discussions above it is highly desirable to have both f and b changing w.r.t. the

number of packets in the buffer waiting for the service. Figure 4.2 shows the sensor node

architecture with variable processing rate and variable transmission rate. Here a monitor

checks the queue length and the probability of buffer overflow. Processing rate of the

processor is varied as per the principle of dynamic voltage/frequency scaling (DVFS) and

the data transmission rate is varied using dynamic modulation scaling (DMS). For DVFS

input buffer is monitored while for DMS output buffer is monitored.

For example a sensor node with both DVFS and DMS capabilities can reduce the service

rate of both the servers during normal period and will reduce idle time periods and will

increase the service rates during catastrophic period and will reduce data loss due to buffer

overflows. Same results are checked with MATLAB simulation and presented in the next

section.

Figure 4.2: Sensor node model with DVFS and DMS
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As seen earlier input and output buffer occupancies can be given as,

Mn = F{An, f} 0≤Mn ≤ B1 (4.15)

Nn = F{ f , b} 0≤ Nn ≤ B2 (4.16)

for the stability of the system it is required to have f ≥ An, so that the departure rate of the

first server is nothing but its arrival rate An. So we can approximate,

Nn = F{An, b} 0≤ Nn ≤ B2 (4.17)

This shows that the occupancy of input buffer as well as output buffer is a function of

arrival rate An. Implementing DVFS (on processor) and DMS (on transmitter) together

on a sensor node makes the service rates f and b to change w.r.t. input and output buffer

occupancy respectively. This will save power during normal periods and will reduce data

loss due to buffer overflow during catastrophic periods. Also as both the buffer occupancies

are function of arrival rate An (directly proportional) there is no need to monitor input and

output buffers separately. By monitoring input buffer only it is possible to select required

f and b. Now we can say that f and b are changing in coordination.

We implemented both DVFS and DMS together on a sensor node and carried out MATLAB

similation to study the input and output buffer lengths. Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4 shows

input buffer length (q1) and output buffer length (q2) at various time slots.

These figures show that whenever input queue length increases, output queue length also

increases (not necessarily by same amount) but after some time interval (time delay). This

time delay may be of one time slot or the processing time required for the task. These

figures support the idea of monitoring only input buffer and varying service rates of both

the buffers with some delay in between. It removes the need for observing output buffer
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Figure 4.3: Input and output buffer lengths during time slots 1 to 100

Figure 4.4: Input and output buffer lengths during time slots 170 to 270
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seperately. It results in coordinated adaptive power (CAP) management giving extended

lifetime to the sensor nodes and indirectly contributing to the lifetime extension of WSN.

Figure 4.5 shows the concept of CAP management where processing rate and transmission

rate are varied by monitoring input buffer only and without the need to monitor output

buffer. It also ensures QoS by reducing the buffer overflow and data loss because of it.

Figure 4.5: Coordinating DVFS and DMS

4.2 MATLAB simulation of tandem queue model

Tandem queue equivalent model of wireless sensor node we simulated in MATLAB 6.5.

Each server is having a limited capacity buffer with capacity B1 and B2 respectively. f1 and

b1 are the service rates of server1 and server2 respectively in active low state while f2 and

b2 are the service rates in active high state. λ is the arrival rate of requests in the system. It

is considered that the arrival and service rates are Poisson, capacity of buffers is finite and

here considered 6 packets. We simulated the models of sensor node with fixed service rate,

sensor node with only DVFS capacity, sensor node with only DMS capacity and sensor

node with DVFS and DMS applied together. Figure 4.6, Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8 shows

the comparison of a sensor node with fixed service rate, having only DVFS implemented,
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with only DMS implemented and finally both DVFS and DMS integrated together on a

wireless sensor node.

4.2.1 Simulation results for tandem queue model of sensor node

A sensor node is desired to be capable of handling heavy traffic without much loss of infor-

mation as well as the power optimized one in order to have longer life. A compromizing

service rate of 0.5 ( f1 = f2 = 0.5 and b1 = b2 = 0.5) is selected for both the servers. Effect

of varying data arrival rate is analyzed in terms of overflow probability and expected idle

time period. Results obtained with Matlab simulation are as in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1: Performance of fixed service rate sensor node for various data arrival rates

Arrival rate Idle period Overflow Prob. Queue length Lifetime
λ I1 I2 OV1 OV2 q1 q2 (units)

0.2 0.58 0.61 0.0015 0.0022 0.88 0.7204 29162
0.3 0.4010 0.4211 0.0125 0.0106 1.2 1.3 20283
0.4 0.2527 0.2596 0.033 0.042 2.2 2.01 19307
0.5 0.1306 0.1953 0.081 0.075 2.8 2.8 15324
0.6 0.0609 0.1780 0.25 0.06 4.02 2.6 15120
0.7 0.0421 0.1740 0.324 0.09 4.6 2.55 15080
0.8 0.0232 0.1561 0.4040 0.1117 4.7998 2.72 15016
0.9 0.0127 0.1341 0.436 0.107 5.15 3.16 14906

From the observation table 4.1, we can divide the traffic in two categories—normal (λ less

than 0.5) and catastrophe (λ is 0.5 and above).

During normal data arrival:

• Sensor node remains idle over large period (25% to 58% of ON time). Obviously

idle power wastage is more.
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• Overflow probabilities (OV1 and OV2) remains well within tolerance limit (below

10%).

• Average queue length below 2 (one third of maximum buffer capacity of 6).

During catastrophic data arrival:

• Idle period minimized (6% and below).

• Overflow probability at input buffer (OV1) increases much beyond the tolerance limit

(above 25%) but OV2 is within limit.

• Average queue length q1 increases sharply.

From these findings we can think of reducing the service rate during normal period to re-

duce the power consumption and idle period power wastage. It will save the power and

also maintains the QoS paramter (overflow probability). Similarly during catastrophic pe-

riod, need to decrease data loss by increasing the service rate. It will consume more power

but QoS will be maintained.

Table 4.2 shows the simulation results for a sensor node. First row shows the result for a

fixed service rate sensor node as the service rates during normal and catastrophic period

are same. Other observation rows show the results for a sensor node with different service

rates in normal and catastrophic period. We have checked the performance with various

service rates by keeping the normal arrival rate 0.2 and catastrophic arrival rate 0.8. Also

we ensured to have the same catastrophic duration in all cases.

Figure 4.6 shows the overflow probabilities of input and output buffers (OV1 and OV2)

under catastrophic conditions. During catastrophic period data arrival rate suddenly in-

creases. If this increased data arrival is not handled with proper service rate then data loss

occurs due to buffer overflow.
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Figure 4.6: Buffer overflow probabilities during catastrophe

A sensor node with fixed service rate do not have any control knob and hence it is not

possible to control buffer overflow. A sensor node with only DVFS facility implemented

on it can control the overflow probability of input buffer by increasing the clock frequency

of the first server (processor). Increased service rate of the first server increases the data

arrival rate in the output buffer but since second server works with fixed service rate over-

flow probability of the output queue (OV2) increases. This situation is highly undesirable

as the processed data gets lost, power used for processing that data also goes waste, which

a highly power constrained sensor node can not afford. It is not advisable to have only

DVFS implemented on sensor node. Similarly when only DMS is implemented, it results

in decreasing the output buffer overflow probability at the cost of increased power but as

the first server works with fixed service rate, input buffer overflow can not be controlled.

Integrating both DVFS and DMS on a sensor node results in controlling the overflow prob-

abilities of both the buffers. Though more power is consumed by DVFS and DMS during

catastrophe by working with higher service rates data loss due to buffer overflow is reduced

and can be kept within the tolerance limit which is the highest priority QoS parameter dur-

ing catastrophe.
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Figure 4.7: Buffer overflow probabilities during normal period

Figure 4.8: Average idle time probabilities

In Figure 4.7 overflow probabilities of input and output buffers are compared during normal

period and in Figure 4.8 average idle time probabilities of both the servers are shown. As

the data arrival rate is very small during normal periods, buffer overflow possibilities are

negligible but possibilities of servers remaining idle are more. More the idle period, more is

the power wastage. So for power constrained wireless sensor nodes power saving becomes

highest priority QoS parameter during normal periods by reducing idle period.It is achieved

by reducing the service rates of the servers. Fixed service rate sensor nodes are designed

to handle worst case conditions and hence their service rates are set quite high. During
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normal periods these servers remain idle most of the time and large amount of power is

wasted but there is negligible chance of buffer overflow. When only DVFS is implemented

then first server is able to reduce its service rate (processing speed) so that it consumes less

power and also reduces idle period by working over a longer period. It slightly increases

the overflow probability of the input buffer but which is fairly within the tolerance limit.

Similarly having only DMS will reduce the idle time and power consumption of second

server with little increase in the overflow probability, which is acceptable. Having both

DVFS and DMS reduces the power consumption of both the servers also reduces their idle

periods and hence results in power saving. This saved power can used during catastrophe

periods to reduce data loss due to buffer overflows. As compared to fixed service rate

sensor node lifetime increase of 15% was seen when only DVFS was implemented on a

sensor node while implementing only DMS it was 17.5% but DVFS and DMS together

applied on a sensor node resulted in 27.22%.

Figures 4.9 and 4.10 shows the snapshots of the screen showing MATLAB simulation

graphs under normal and catastrophic periods.

4.3 Threshold determination

As few discrete service rates are supported by the servers, it becomes important to se-

lect a particular service rate by comparing the data in the buffer with the threshold. For

convenience we consider a node which has two ON states- ON1 and ON2. In ON1 state

service rate is higher and the power consumed is more while in ON2 state service rate is

lower as well as power consumed is less but more service time is required. For switching

the state between ON1 and ON2 a threshold is set and comparing the number of packets

in the buffer with set threshold a decision is made whether to serve packets with ON1 or
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Figure 4.9: Comparison between fixed service rate and variable service rate sensor node in
normal time period

Figure 4.10: Comparison between fixed service rate and variable service rate sensor node
in catastrophe period
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ON2 state. Selection of buffer threshold affects the performance of sensor node with finite

buffer size. Here performance metric used is lifetime of sensor node and data loss due to

buffer overflow. Various threshold policies have breen studied in the literature. Threshold

policy is used to choose the better one between two or more possibilities.

Threshold policies are used for selecting a particular data rate at wireless switch or router

in order to increase the throughput [150] [151]. Adaptive threshold policy has been used

in [152] but the aim of using adaptive threshold policy is to change the transmission rate

with time variable channel conditions. Threshold policies are also used for memory shar-

ing between various sources as per their priority. In this paper we consider buffer threshold

policy which enables the sensor node to vary its service rate w.r.t. buffer occupancy so that

data loss due to buffer overflow can be minimized along with power optimization resulting

in the increased lifetime of the node.

4.3.1 Threshold policies

Various threshold policies used for switching between two states are as below:

1. Single threshold policy: For a finite sized buffer, a threshold value is set such that

whenever the number of packets in the buffer is more than the threshold k, server

switches to the high service rate consuming more power but reduces the possibility

of data loss due to buffer overflow. On the other hand if the number of packets in

the buffer are less than or equal to the threshold k, server continues in the low power

state consuming less power and working with low service rate. It reduces the idle

period and power consumption but increases the possibility of data loss due to buffer

overflow.
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2. Dual threshold policy: Single threshold policy is suitable when there is not much

variation in the traffic arrival. For random traffic arrival we may need to switch

the service rates in consecutive time slots. Switching the state consumes extra time

and extra energy which may over weigh the power saved. It is better to have some

margin before switching to another state. It helps in reducing switching energy and

switching time overheads. In dual threshold policy two thresholds k1 and k2 have

been defined such that k2 > k1. At the start of a new slot if number of packets in

the buffer is more than k1 and less than k2 then server will continue with the service

rate as in the previous slot. Service rate will change only when buffer occupancy is

outside the margin.

3. Adaptive threshold policy: In this policy the threshold level is varied w.r.t. the

value of buffer overflow in previous slot along with the buffer occupancy. Buffer

overflow value is stored in a overflow register. If the buffer overflow is approaching

near the tolerable value then the threshold is decreased so that server can enter in

high service state and buffer overflow possibility is reduced. On the other hand if

the buffer overflow in the previous slot is negligible then the threshold value can be

raised so that server remains in low power state and power is saved.

Figure 4.11 elaborates various threshold policies along with the pseudo codes.

Table 4.3: Threshold effect on lifetime and buffer overflow with fixed threshold

Threshold Avg. idle time Normal Catastrophe Lifetime
k1 k2 I1 I2 OV1 OV2 OV1 OV2 Time units
1 1 0.4267 0.5428 0.01 0.0098 0.285 0.105 15000
2 2 0.43 0.47 0.0112 0.0113 0.3 0.2233 19900
3 3 0.42 0.44 0.03 0.02 0.41 0.35 24400
4 4 0.3789 0.4313 0.018 0.02 0.3828 0.315 33641
5 5 0.3692 0.3928 0.017 0.02 0.35 0.18 43900
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Figure 4.11: Various threshold policies

Table 4.3 lists the effect of varying threshold levels on the life time of sensor node as well

as buffer overflow probability during normal period as well as during catastrophic period.

It has been observed that for higher threshold levels lifetime of the sensor node is more

than that for lower threshold levels. This increase in lifetime has been achieved at the cost

of data loss during catastrophic periods which is not at all desirable. With higher threshold

levels sensor node remains in low power state for a longer duration and saves the power.

On the other hand with small threshold levels very frequently sensor node switches to high

power state giving service with increased speed so more power is consumed but data loss

gets reduced. selection of threshold levels is a trade off between lifetime and data loss.

In the Table 4.4, Fixed (3,3) indicates the threshold values for input and output buffer are

3 and 3 and remains fixed. Adaptive (3,3) indicates the starting threshold values are 3 and

3 but adaptively changes with buffer overflow and buffer occupancy.

Figure 4.12 shows comparison of various performance parameters of a sensor node using

fixed threshold policy and adaptive threshold policy.
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Table 4.4: Comparison of fixed threshold effect with adaptive threshold effect

Threshold Avg.idle time Normal Catastrophe Lifetime
(k1,k2) I1 I2 OV1 OV2 OV1 OV2 (Time units)

Fixed (3,3) 0.3906 0.4351 0.0186 0.0261 0.3048 0.3245 24660
Adaptive (3,3) 0.3344 0.3470 0.0382 0.0257 0.2852 0.1989 58361

Fixed (4,4) 0.3919 0.4041 0.0167 0.0159 0.4170 0.3133 34163
Adaptive (4,4) 0.3350 0.3709 0.0276 0.0162 0.3043 0.1813 63481

Figure 4.12: Comparison of a sensor node using fixed threshold policy and adaptive thresh-
old policy

Simulation results show that the lifetime of sensor node can be increased by using adaptive

threshold policy as compared to that with fixed threshold policy. It also reduces idle time

period and power loss during it. Overflow probability during catastrophic periods can be

reduced further by selecting next higher service rate along with adaptive threshold.

In the next chapter, we will discuss the bulk arrival Markov chain model of a sensor node

with two service rates. There, sensor node will be a single entity having DVFS and DMS

coordinated within it.



Chapter 5

Rate Adaptive Wireless Sensor Node

In Chapter 4 we have considered a tandem queue model of wireless sensor node and an-

alyzed it for various capabilities. Results show that implementation of DVFS and DMS

together gives better power opimization with QoS ensured. Also it has been shown that

there is no need to monitor input buffer and output buffer seperately as both the buffers are

correlated with each other. Now in this chapter we will consider a wireless sensor node

as a single entity with input buffer. Inside sensor node, microcontroller and transmitter

work in a coordinated manner. Changing the service rate of sensor node will change the

processing rate as well as transmission rate. A Markov chain model of rate adaptive sensor

node is presented in this chapter.

5.1 Concept of working vacation

In standard queuing models with vacation policy a server is allowed to take single or mul-

tiple vacations. During vacation period server does not provide the service. Vacation

policies are considered in order to save power if there is no data to be served or in order to

control the topology. Sleep scheduling policies discussed in Chapter 2 are nothing but the

66
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vacation policies. We have considered time periodic rotational sleep schedule in order to

have better network coverage and network connectivity at all time instants. Here our aim

of introducing vacation policy is to save the power by allowing sensor node to enter sleep

(vacation) state. Further we are trying to save the power by introducing working vacations

during ON time of the sensor node. During working vacation, a node do not enter the sleep

state but it works slowly (lower service rate) and consumes less power. This is exactly

what we want to do with a rate adaptive sensor node. The concept of working vacation

was introduced by Servi and Finn [153] for M/M/1 queue. Later many other researchers

analyzed various Markovian and non Markovian queuing models with multiple working

vacations [154–157]. The bulk input queue with multiple working vacations have been

analyzed in [158–160].

5.2 Bulk arrival Markov chain model of state dependent

rate adaptive wireless sensor node

We have considered the fact that workload (number of packets in the buffer) for wireless

sensor nodes is not uniform over the time period. Here it is to be noted that workload is

a function of data arrival rate. For rare event detection applications, during normal period

data arrival rate is very small but during catastrophic (event occurance) period suddenly the

data arrival rate increases. It is very important to save power during normal period in order

to increase the lifetime of the sensor node and to reduce the data loss during catastrophic

period in order to maintain QoS. A state dependent service rate adaptive sensor node has

been modeled using discrete time Markov decision process. We have considered a time

out rotational sleep schedule. It operates sensor nodes with low duty cycle in order to save

power and extends the lifetime of the sensor nodes. Here the fact exploited is that there are
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number of sensor nodes deployed in close proximity so whenever a node enters sleep node

there are other nodes available to take care of sensing and data forwarding. Our problem

is focused on power optimization and QoS provided during ON time of wireless sensor

nodes. We have divided the ON time interval in to discrete number of equal time slots.

A LAS (Late arrival system) has been considered so the data arrival in the buffer takes

place at the end of time slot as shown in Figure 5.1. At the beginning of new slot, the

Figure 5.1: Late arrival system

state of FIFO (First In First Out) buffer is checked and depending on the buffer occupancy

a service rate decision is made for the next slot. During switching time and arrival time

no service has been provided. Now we will consider only input buffer and sensor node

as single server inside which processor and transmitter works in a coordinated manner as

in Figure 5.2. Service rate of sensor node is changed as per the input buffer occupancy.

Figure 5.2: Coordinated Rate Adaptive model of Wireless Sensor Node

Here by the service rate µ (mu) of sensor node we mean the coordinated service rates of
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processor and transmitter. For every value of µ there exists a pair of f and b or we can say

that there exists a look up table which gives the values of µ and corresponding f and b.

Figure 5.3 is the flowchart which elaborates the rate switching process for a sensor node

with two active states (two service rates). A sensor node is capable to work only if suf-

ficient battery energy is available otherwise a sensor node is considered as dead. When

a sensor node is turned ON, it sets the slot counter, buffer threshold and buffer overflow

probability threshold. ON time and OFF (sleep) time of a sensor node are divided in to

number of equal time slots. As time out sleep schedule is used, a sensor node remains in

ON state for a predefined number (M) of time slots and after that enters in to sleep state.

For a adaptive buffer threshold policy, initially buffer threshold (K) is set to half the max-

imum buffer size (N), for a specific application it’s tolarable buffer overflow probability

(probability of data loss due to packet drop) is given (OVallowed) and we have set the

buffer overflow threshold (OVT H) to half the OVallowed. Here we have considered the

overflow probability of the output buffer. Data arrival takes place at the end of time slot

(LAS) and the buffer occupancy (Qlength) is checked at the start of next time slot, if it is

less than K then Active Low state (service rate R1, power consumption P1) is selected oth-

erwise Acitve High state (service rate R2, power consumption P2) is selected and packets

stored in the buffer get served accordingly, buffer overflow probability is checked over the

slot. If the current slot duration is over, slot counter is decremented by one and if not equal

to zero then based on the overflow probabilty in the previous slot new buffer threshold is

set and again comparing the Qlength with new threshold K node enters either in active ow

or active high state and continues in the loop till the slot counter becomes zero and enters

in the sleep state.

Figure 5.4 shows a Markov chain which elaborates the rate switching decision process

by monitoring the input buffer. Here we have considered two active states: active low (L)
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Figure 5.3: Flowchart for a two service rate capability sensor node
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and active high (H). In Active Low state, service rate and power consumption is lower

but service time is more while in active high state, service rate and power consumption is

higher but service time is less. Also we have considered rate switching states (state when

a node is changing it’s state from active low to active high and vice versa) in between two

active states. During switching (transition) states no service has been provided but power

is consumed. We have considered a bulk arrival system where the number of packets in

the bulk varies from 0 to K. Maximum K number of packets can arrive in each arrival time

and K is an integer. The state of a sensor node is depicted by a tuple {n,T,R}. Where–

n = number of packets available in the system 0≤ n≤ N

N = maximum number of packets that can be stored (size of buffer)

T =Transition state

T = 0 no transition

T = 1 state transition

R =service rate

R = 0 low service rate

R = 1 high service rate
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{n,0,0} represents the node is in active low state 0≤ n≤ K

{n,0,1} represents the node is in active high state K +1≤ n≤ N

{n,1,0} represents the low rate to high rate switching states K +1≤ n≤ N

{n,1,1} represents the high rate to low rate switching states 0≤ n≤ K

where K is the buffer threshold. Generally K=N/2 . Also here we have considered K = W

i.e. maximum batch size.

We have achieved the discrete time policy in this model by not changing the service rate as

soon as the buffer length crosses the threshold on either side till the start of next time slot.

No arrival occurs during service time. If node is working in active low state then it will

be in the same state till the end of service interval but at the end of arrival interval there

is possibility that it may remain in the same state or go to transition state if the number

of packets after arrival period are greater than K. From low state, a node enters in “low-

to -high“ transition state only after arrival period and there is no possibility of any arrival

or service during transition state. If node is found in the transition state during switching

interval then state transition takes place with rate µLH . Now server works in the active high

state where the service rate is some integer multiple of the service rate in active low state.

Depending on the service rate selected at the end of service interval a node may be in the

active high state or may be in high to low transition state. Service interval is followed by

arrival interval so there is possibility of data arrival during high to low transition states but

not during low to high transition states. Data arrival may change the state from high to low

transition back to the active high state. After arrival interval if node remains in transition

state the state is changed from active high to active low with transition rate µHL. Here

we have considered that the service interval is sufficient to transmit one packet with low

service rate so with high service rate at least two packets (integer multiple) will be served
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in the same service duration. As we have considered bulk arrival system the probability of

arriving k packets during arrival interval is given by fk where 0≤ k ≤ K.

Now we are going to model a coordinated rate adaptive wireless sensor node. As we have

considered a separate service interval and arrival interval in each time slot though the data

arrives serially packet by packet, sensor node see the data arrival as bursty arrival as it only

checks the data arrived at the end of arrival interval. Here size of the burst (X) is variable.

During normal period, burst size X is very small and during catastrophe it will be high.

We consider that during normal period, no burst is there (as X is very small) and data burst

occurs only during catastrophe. Bursty data traffic arrival at a node can be modeled using

a batch M[x]/M/1/N queue where X is the distribution of packets burst sizes. It assumes

that packets arrive in bursts of size X = W packets with probability B(W). The bursts

are assumed to have an exponential inter arrival time which is valid when there are large

number of sources. We also assume that the service time of each packet is exponentially

distributed. If λa is the arrival rate of bursts, the expected arrival rate of a burst of size W

is simply the probability of the burst B(W) multiplied by the arrival rate.

λb(W ) = B(W ) ·λa (5.1)

The well known M[x]/M/1/N model is not suitable for modeling packet loss in a queue

as it assumes that an entire burst of packet arrive at the buffer instantaneously. Practically

packets of a burst arrive serially one after the other. For this reason we consider the mod-

ified M[x]/M/1/N model similar to [160], [161]. We model the buffer using a Markov

process Vk. The state space S of the process is same as that of M[x]/M/1/N where n is the

current buffer size and N is the maximum buffer size.

n ∈ {0,1,2, · · · ,N} (5.2)
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Each state of the Markov process represents the number of packets in the buffer. When

the buffer is in the state Vk = q, a burst arrival and/ or service results in a transition to state

Vk+1. Equation below defines the transitions and their corresponding rates. If the overall

compound arrival rate of bursts of size w is λ then

λ =
W

∑
w=1

λb(w) (5.3)

where λb(w) is the arrival rate of a poisson process of batches of size w. Then probability

of arrival of batches of size w is given as,

Cw =
λb(w)

λ
(5.4)

Here further we will use λw to represent λb(w). Now we will analyse the FSM of Figure

5.4 in two parts–in low state and in high state separately.

1. In active low state:

λ ·P0,0 = µL ·P1,0 +µHL ·P0,1 n = 0 (5.5)

(λ+µL) ·Pn,0 = µL ·P(n+1),0 +λ ·
n

∑
k=1

P(n−k),0 ·Ck

+µHL ·Pn,1 for1≤ n≤W (5.6)

µLH ·Pn,0 = λ ·
W

∑
k=1

P(n−k),0 ·Ck n > W (5.7)

Here we note that probability of being in low to high transition state after threshold

(W) is nothing but the probability of being in low state.

Pn,0 = Pr{n,0,0}+Pr{n,1,0} (5.8)
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for n≤W , Pr{n,1,0} = 0 and for W ≤ n≤ N, Pr{n,0,0} = 0

Pn,0 =


Pr{n,0,0} if 1≤ n≤W

Pr{n,1,0} if W ≤ n≤ N
(5.9)

2. In active high state:

Here it is to be noted that

Pn,1 = Pr{n,0,1}+Pr{n,1,1} (5.10)

for W < n, Pr{n,1,1} = 0 and for n≤W , Pr{n,0,1} = 0

Pn,1 =


Pr{n,0,1} if n > W

Pr{n,1,1} if n≤ T
(5.11)

It is considered that in active high state packet serving rate µH is some integer mul-

tiple of serving rate in low state µL.

µH = X ·µL X ∈ {2,3,4,5} (5.12)

Only one value of X being selected at a time which depends on the queue lenght as

well as overflow probability in the previous time slot.
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(λ+µH) ·Pn,1 = µLH ·Pn,0 +λ ·
W

∑
k=1

P(n−k),1 ·Ck

+µH ·P(n+X),1 W < n < N (5.13)

µH ·PN,1 = µLH ·PN,0 +λ ·
W

∑
k=1

P(N−k),1 ·Ck n≤W (5.14)

(λ+µHL) ·Pn,1 = λ ·
W

∑
k=1

P(n−k),1 ·Ck +µH ·P(n+X),1 (5.15)

n+X > W and n≤W

µL = service rate in active low state

µH = service rate in active high state

µLH = switching rate from low to high state

µHL = switching rate from high to low state

Switching rate is inverse of switching time required to switch the state. Energy is consumed

during switching times resulting in energy overheads so higher switching rates are desired.

Switching rates are hardware dependent and vary from one platform to another. Practically

values of µLH and µHL may differ but we have considered µLH = µHL for the purpose of

simulation and analysis.

From this M[x]/M/1/N model of rate adaptive wireless sensor node we can analyze the

following QoS parameters as,

1. Power savings: It gives the energy efficiency of a rate adaptive sensor node with
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CAP management scheduling.

Psav =
PH−Pcons

PH
·100% (5.16)

Total power consumption Pcons of a sensor node is given as-

Pcons = PL ·
W

∑
n=0

Pr{n,0,0}+PH ·
N

∑
n=W+1

Pr{n,0,1}+PS ·[
N

∑
n=W+1

Pr{n,1,0}+
K−1

∑
n=0

Pr{n,1,1}]

(5.17)

where

PL = power consumed in active low state

PH = power consumed in active high state

PS = switching power consumed during state transition. PS = PLH = PHL.

2. Packet loss probability/ buffer overflow probability: It is nothing but the buffer

full probability as the packet loss takes place only when a packet arrives but buffer

is already full.

Ploss = Pf ullbu f f = Pr{n = N}=
1

∑
T=0

1

∑
R=0

Pr{N,T,R} (5.18)

3. Mean packet delay:From Little’s formula

E{Nu}= λ ·E{D} (5.19)

λa = λ0 · (1−Ploss) (5.20)

Where

E{Nu} = avarage number of packets in the buffer
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λa = average accepted packet arrival rate

E{D} = average packet delay

λ0 = average requested packet arrival rate

So average packet delay can be computed using

E{D}=
E{Nu}

λ

=
∑

N
n=0 ∑

1
T=0 ∑

1
R=0 n ·Pr{n,T,R}

λ0 · (1−Ploss)
(5.21)

4. Number of state oscillations (State Switching rate): Total number of state switch-

ing during ON time period is defined as number of state oscillations. Though it is

a number but measured over the ON time period we can call this as state switching

rate. Here state oscillations is nothing but the rate switching as each state has it’s

specific service rate.

Nosc = µHL ·
K

∑
n=0

Pr{n,1,1}+µLH ·
N

∑
n=K+1

Pr{n,1,0} (5.22)

Table 5.1 lists the effect of variable service rate. We carried out discrete time bulk arrival

and bulk service model simulation in Virtual lab. Queuing networks and modeling simu-

lation package in virtual lab has been developed by Mathematics Department, IIT Delhi.

Here symbol transmission rate is kept constant but by varying the number of bits transmit-

ted per symbol we achieve variable transmission rate. We analyzed catastrophic condition

with packets arriving in batches with probability 0.7 and with service probability of 0.9.

System capacity is considered to be 6 and service policy used is first in first out (FIFO).

Here service probability or departure probability depends on symbol transmission rate and
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departure batch size is nothing but the number of bits getting transmitted per symbol i.e.

constellation size.

Table 5.1: Effect of bulk service on system parameters

Parameter batch size=1 batch size=2 batch size=3
Mean number of packets in the system 3.488 2.914 2.609
Mean number of packets in the queue 2.631 1.411 1.163
Mean waiting time in the queue 10.00 4.235 3.459
Mean sojourn time in the system 13.257 8.823 7.756
Utilization 0.851 0.764 0.481
Throughput 0.24 0.313 0.3
Blocking probability 0.363 0.190 0.075

From the simulation results we see that with increased constellation size number of pack-

ets in the system as well as in the queue decreases and hence the blocking (overflow)

probability decreases. It reduces the data loss. Data obtained during catastrophe is the

main purpose of deploying a WSN and hence transmitting the data successfully to the sink

is very important. This is achieved with extra transmission power. Increased batch size

reduces the waiting time and helps to satisfy latency constraint of the application.

Analyzing the Markov chain model of a rate adaptive wireless sensor node, needs to solve

number of equations (equations 5.5 to 5.15) for every arrival rate. So analyzing the perfor-

mance on paper was found very difficult (may be solved using some tool). We changed our

approach and developed Generalized Stochastic Petrinet models with all the parameters of

rate adaptive sensor node considered in this chapter and using the software tool SHARPE,

we analysed the performance of a multirate sensor node, which is discussed in the next

chapter.



Chapter 6

Performance Evaluation with Generalized

Stochastic Petri Net Model

Continuous Time Markov Chains (CTMCs) may prove tedious, error prone and expen-

sive for complex communication systems. The Generalized Stochastic Petri Net (GSPN)

framework [162], [163] provides a powerful set of building blocks to deal with the compu-

tational complexities of the state-transition mechanism and event-scheduling mechanism

of a discrete event stochastic system. They integrate the essential features of concurrency,

synchronization and a sequenced presentation of complex systems. A GSPN is a tool for

representing complex CTMC in a concise way, thereby facilitating a graphical visualiza-

tion of a multi-tasking scenario and a dynamic behavior of packet transmission. We have

analyzed various models of wireless sensor node using software analytical tool SHARPE

[164]. GSPN is useful to analyse the underlying large Continuous Time Markov Chain

model of a sensor node. It helps us to measure performance parameters under various

scenarios for solving the actual equations, which otherwise would be a very tedious job.

81
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6.1 Introduction to Petri Nets

• Petri Net (PN): A Petri net (PN) is a bi-partite directed graph with two types of

nodes called places and transitions, that are connected by directed edges or directed

arcs [149] . Arcs exist only between places and transitions, i.e. there is no arc

between two places or two transitions. In communication systems, a token is con-

sidered as one packet. [165] and [166] are the fundamental references for study of

Petrinets.

• Stochastic Petri Net (SPN): It is an extension of Petri net (PN) [167], which is a

high-level description language for formally specifying complex systems. SPN has

been used as a powerful modeling tool in performance, availability and reliability

analysis in communication systems [168] as it provides the means for introducing

randomness (stochasticity) in the model. Timed transitions are used for random

arrival and service provided. Timed transitions provide exponentially distributed

service rate. Detailed study of SPN can be found in [169] and [170].

• Generalized Stochastic Petri Net (GSPN): It is more powerful version of PN. It

can use both immediate transitions as well as timed transitions. It is more powerful

as it provides inhibitor arcs as well as guard functions.

The general components of a GSPN are shown in Figure 6.1. Each place may contain an

arbitrary number of tokens. The number of tokens in a place is a non-negative integer. For a

pictorial presentation, places are depicted as circles, transitions are represented by bars and

tokens are represented by dots or integers in the places. Each directed arc in the bi-partite

graph is assigned a weight or a multiplicity, which is a natural number. If the multiplicity of

an arc is not specified, then it is taken to be unity. For any transition in the PN, arcs directed

out of the transition are called as output arcs of the transition. The corresponding places
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Figure 6.1: Components of GSPN

are called as output places of the transition. For any transition in the PN, arcs directed into

the transition are called input arcs of the transition. The corresponding places are called as

input places of the transition.

A transition is said to be enabled if all of its input places have at least as many tokens as

the multiplicities of the corresponding input arcs.

An inhibitor arc is an undirected arc (between a place and a transition) with multiplicity.

If there exists an inhibitor arc with multiplicity k between a place and a transition and if the

place has k or more number of tokens, then the transition is inhibited even if it is enabled.

When enabled (and not inhibited), a transition can fire. When a transition fires, it removes

from each input place, the number of tokens given by multiplicities of the corresponding

input arcs, and adds to each output place, the number of tokens given by the multiplicities

of the corresponding output arcs.
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6.2 Generalized Stochastic Petri Net(GSPN) Model of

Wireless Sensor Node

Table 6.1 describes various places and transitions used in the GSPN models of a WSN.

Table 6.2 defines various functions and guard functions used in the GSPN models consid-

ered in this section.

6.2.1 GSPN model of a wireless sensor node with fixed service rate

SPN models has been developed and analyzed for energy optimization or energy estimation

of energy constrained devices in various papers like [171–176].

Figure 6.2: Wireless Sensor Node with fixed service rate

Figure 6.2 shows the GSPN model of a sensor node with fixed service rate. It is a tandem

queue model of wireless sensor node. We consider data arrives with exponential arrival

distribution and arrival rate λ at transition T arriv. Arrival rate varies from time to time

(0.2 to 0.9). Intermediate buffer P0 temporarily holds the arrived data and transfers the

bulk of data at the end of time slot to input buffer P ib. Input buffer and output buffer
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Item Description
T arriv Exponential data arrival with rate lambda
T pro Exponential processing rate (1.0)
T tx Exponential transmission rate (1.0)
T pro1 Exponential low rate processing (0.2)
T pro2 Exponential high rate processing (0.6)
T tx1 Exponential low rate transmission (0.5)
T tx2 Exponential high rate transmission(1.0)
T0 Exponential timed transition to detect end of the slot when

data arrival takes place
T1 Exponential timed transition to detect the start of a slot
T2 Exponential timed transition by which sensor node turns ON
T3,T4 Exponential timed transition by which sensor node enters in

sleep mode
t0 Immediate transition to move a bulk of arrived data in to input

buffer
t1 Immediate transition to move processed data in output buffer
t2 Immediate transition to empty the intermediate buffer when

bulk of data gets transferred to input buffer
t3 Immediate transition to empty the intermediate buffer when

bulk of data gets transferred to outputput buffer
P0 Intermediate place to hold the arrived data which stores the

bulk of data before entering in to input buffer
P1 place to initialise the arrival of data in input buffer
P2 Intermediate place to hold the processed data
P3 place to stop the arrival of data in input buffer
P4 Place to indicate input buffer vacancy, initial number of to-

kens equals inbuffer size
P5 Place to indicate output buffer vacancy, initial number of to-

kens equals outbuffer size
P6 place to indicate the arrival of data in input buffer
P7 place to indicate the arrival of data in output buffer
P ib Input buffer of WSN, sensed data as well as received data

arrives here, finite buffer
P ob Output buffer of WSN ,Processed data comes here and needs

to be transmitted

Table 6.1: Description of GSPN model items
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Function Used with transition Description

f1

if(#(P0) <#((P4))
#(P0)
else

#(P4)

f2

if(#(P2) <#((P5))
#(P2)
else

#(P5)

[g1] T pro1

if(#(P ib) <4)
1
else

0

[g2] T pro2

if(#(P ib) >3)
1
else

0

[g3] T tx1

if(#(P ob) <4)
1
else

0

[g4] T tx2

if(#(P ob) >3)
1
else

0

[g7] T2

if(#(P1) >0 or #(P3) >0)
0
else

1

Table 6.2: Various functions used in GSPN model

capacity considered is of six tokens. Data is transferred to input buffer only when there is

vacancy in it. Place P4 indicates the vacancies in input buffer and similarly P5 indicates

vacancies in output buffer. We are using these places to measure overflow probability.

Initially 6 tokens are deposited in P4 and P5 which indicates initially both the input and

output buffers are empty. Data in input buffer gets exponential service. In case of fixed

service rate model, there is only one processing transition T pro and only one transmission

transition T tx, both are with transition rates of 0.5.
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Functions f1 and f2 are used to check the number of vacancies in input buffer and output

buffer respectively and accordingly transfer the tokens from intermediate buffers P0 and

P2. It captures the bulk arrival of data as considered in the previous chapter. Place P6 is

used as an indicator that data batch has been transferred to input buffer and initiates the

immediate transition t2 to remove the same batch of tokens from place P0. Same function

is performed at output buffer using P7 and t3.

Places P1, P3 along with transitions T0 and T3 forms ON-OFF timer as we have selected

a sensor node to work with periodic sleep schedule. A token is initially deposited in place

P1, when transition T1 gets fired, token from P1 is removed and deposited in place P3. As

soon as a token comes in P3, no data arrival or service takes place and sensor node enters

in to sleep state. When transition T0 fires, token is removed from P3 and comes in P1 and

sensor node is again turned ON. Transition rates of T0 and T1 determines the sleep time

and ON time duration. Transition rates of T0 and T1 can be adjusted to get required duty

cycle.

6.2.2 GSPN model of a wireless sensor node with only DVFS

The method is composed of several activities Figure 6.3 shows the GSPN model of sensor

node with only DVFS capability but with fixed transmission rate. In this model depending

on the number of tokens in P ib service is given by either T pro1 or T pro2. We have used

guard functions [g1] and [g2] for this purpose. Description of guard functions is given

in Table 6.2. For the purpose of monitoring P ib and accordingly selecting the transition

T pro1 or T pro2, ON time period is divided in equal time slots. At the start of every slot,

input buffer is monitored and a particular transition selected for service. For this purpose,

we need two timers in this model- one ON-OFF timer and other slot timer. Places P1,

P3 along with timed transition T0, T1 forms a timer which divides the ON time duration
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Figure 6.3: Wireless Sensor Node with only DVFS

into number of time slots. Similarly timed transitions T2, T3 and T4 constitute ON-OFF

timer. Though timers are used with deterministic time settings, for the purpose of analysis

we have considered it exponential. Whenever transition T2 fires a token arrives at P1 and

enables the bulk data deposition in input and output buffer. When transition T1 fires, token

is removed from P1 and deposited in P3. It disables the immediate transitions t0 and t1

so that now data can not enter in input and output buffers but the data earlier entered,

gets serviced. It helps to capture the LAS (Late Arrival System) model discussed earlier.

Whenever ON time duration is over, token is removed from the timer using T3 and T4

and sensor node enters in sleep state. If sleep period is over then again a token arrives in

P1 and sensor node turns ON. Arrival of token in P1 is controlled using guard function

[g7] implemented on transition T2. Transition rates of T0, T1, T2, T3 and T4 are adjusted

such that ON:OFF ratio is 1:4 for low duty cycling and ON period divided in 20 time

slots. Insertion of ON-OFF timer enables the working of sensor node during ON period

and disabled during OFF period. It helps to increase the lifetime of WSN by saving energy

during OFF period.
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6.2.3 GSPN model of a wireless sensor node with only DMS

Figure 6.4: Wireless Sensor Node with only DMS

Figure 6.4 shows the GSPN model of sensor node with only DMS capability but with fixed

processing rate.

This model is same as that with only DVFS but with the difference of having only transition

after P ib and having two transitions after P ob. Two transitions T tx1 and T tx2 provides

two transsmission rates. Though the transition rates of both T tx1 and T tx2 are same

(0.5), input arc multiplicities are different. It captures the DMS concept of having constant

symbol rate but different number of bits per symbol, resulting in variable data transmission

rate. In this model depending on the number of tokens in P ob, service is given by either

T tx1 or T tx2. We have used guard functions [g3] and [g4] for this purpose. Description

of guard functions is giveen in Table 6.2. ON-OFF timer and slot timers used here are

same as in the previous model for only DVFS.
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6.2.4 GSPN model of a wireless sensor node with DVFS and DMS

coordinated (CAPM)

Figure 6.5: Wireless Sensor Node with coordinated DVFS and DMS

Figure 6.5 shows the GSPN model of sensor node with multirate (both DVFS and DMS

implemented) capabilities. Here sensor node is capable to process the data at two different

rates as well as to transmit the data at two different rates. This model is combination of

two models described earlier- with only DVFs and with only DMS. Functionality of all

the components has been discussed earlier. Concepts of bulk arrival, LAS system, guard

functions, ON-OFF timer and slot timer are same as we discussed earlier. Now we want

to add a battery of finite capacity in this model in order to measure the lifetime of sensor

node.

6.2.5 GSPN model of wireless sensor node with battery

In order to measure the lifetime of a sensor node, a battery of fixed capacity has been

considered, supplying power for the operation of a sensor node.
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Figure 6.6: Wireless Sensor Node with fixed battery capacity and fixed service rate

Figure 6.7: Wireless Sensor Node with fixed battery capacity and multiple service rates

Using hierarchical modeling technique, we used the parameters (throughput) obtained

from above models and used as inputs for the battery model to compute the lifetime of

sensor node. Figure 6.6 and Figure 6.7 shows the GSPN models with fixed capacity bat-

tery for a sensor node with fixed service rate and with multiple service rates respectively.

Place P battery is used as a battery in which initially 1000 tokens have been deposited. It

indicates initially 1000 power units (say mW) are available for the operation of wireless

sensor node. Different amount of power is consumed for serving a packet (here token)

with different service rates. Also the power consumed for processing and for transmission

is different. In this model whenever a token is being processed or transmitted, it draws a

certain number of tokens from the battery. During sleep state tokens are not removed from
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the battery. Here battery considered is non rechargable. The time, at which all tokens have

been removed from the battery, is called the lifetime of the sensor node.

In fixed service rate model, whenever a token is processed and transmitted, it withdraws

fixed number of tokens from the battery. In case of multirate model, the number of tokens

drawn from the battery depends on the service rate selected. For the processing, power

consumed is proportional to the cube of processing rate (as per DVFS) and for transmis-

sion, power consumed is proportional to the square of the number of symbols used for

transmission(M2). In this model, number of bits per symbol (b) is given by the cardinality

of the arc, which gives us value of M = 2b. For fixed rate model, one power unit consumed

for processing of ten tokens and one power unit consumed for transmission of three to-

kens. In multi rate model, with low processing rate (0.3) power consumption decreases, it

becomes 1 power unit for 350 tokens processed and 1 power unit for 20 packets processed

with high processing rate (0.8). Accordingly, transmission power also varies.

6.3 Performance measures

1. Overflow probability (OV1 and OV2): Buffer overflow occurs when buffer is full

and another token (packet) arrives. OV1 is the steady state average probability that

input buffer is full and another token arrives. Similarly OV2 is the steady state av-

erage probability that output buffer is full and another token arrives . We have used

places P4 and P5 to indicate the number of vacancies in input buffer (P ib) and out-

put buffer (P ob) respectively. It means whenever input buffer is full, number of

tokens in P0 will be zero. So the probability that P4 is empty gives OV1. Similarly

the probability that P5 is empty gives OV2.

2. Idle time probability (I1 and I2): Idle time probability is the probability of having
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the server in idle state (there are no tokens to be served). I1 is the idle probability of

first server (processor) and I2 is the idle probability of second server (transmitter).

Probability that P ib is empty gives I1 and Probability that P ob is empty gives I2.

3. Average buffer length (q1 and q2): This is the steady state average number of

tokens in inbuffer (q1) and outbuffer (q2).

4. Lifetime: A battery with fixed capacity is used for the functioning of a sensor node.

Data processing and radio activity consumes power. This power consumption is a

function of service rate provided. Time at which there is no token left in the battery

place (battery fully discharged) is the lifetime of WSN.

5. Average throughput of the sensor node (η): It gives the average number of tokens

served by a transition over the ON time period of a sensor node.

6. Rate Oscillations: It is the total number of times rate switching takes place (from

low rate to high rate and vice versa) over the ON period of a sensor node.

7. Average delay: It is the average delay experienced by a packet, from it’s arrival in

the input buffer till getting served by the transmitter.

Total delay (D) =
#(P ib)

ηT arriv
+

#(P ob)

ηT pro1 +ηT pro2
+

1
ηT tx1 +ηT tx2

(6.1)

where, #(P ib) indicates the number of packets in the input buffer and #(P ob) indi-

cates the number of packets in the output buffer
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6.4 Sensitivity analysis

Using GSPN model of Wireless Sensor Node, we are able to measure the overflow prob-

ability (OV1 and OV2), idle time probability (I1 and I2), average buffer length (q1 and q2),

lifetime, average throughput of the sensor node, average delay etc. We have considered

input buffer and output buffer of capacity six, data arrival rate follows Poisson distribution

and service time distribution is exponential.

In all GSPN models discussed in this chapter, dark circles indicate that initially some fixed

number of tokens are deposited in those places. If these places have input arc as well as

output arc, then tokens deposited in that place keeps on rotating and generally such places

are used to indicate the buffer occupancy or to fire some other transitions at certain time

intervals. If a dark circle has only output arc, then that place indicates a kind of reservoir,

in our model a battery with fixed capacity. Monitoring of this place is important as the

functioning of remaining model depends on the availability of tokens in this place.

Table 6.3 shows the performance measures of a sensor node with fixed service rate (see

Figure 6.2).

Table 6.4 and Table 6.5 shows the analytical results obtained for a wireless sensor node

with only DVFS capability (Figure 6.3) and with only DMS capability (Figure 6.4) respec-

tively.

Table 6.6 shows the analytical results obtained for a wireless sensor node with CAP man-

agement technique (coordinated DVFS and DMS) as shown in Figure 6.5.
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Figure 6.8: Performance of a sensor node with only DVFS and only DMS

From Figure 6.8, it is observed that only DVFS results in average input buffer length (q1)

less than 3. Hence the input buffer overflow probability is also within the limit of tolerance

considered (15%). With only DVFS, output buffer length is always higher than input

buffer length and results in higher data loss due to buffer overflow probability (more than

0.15). It is highly undesirable as it not only results in data loss but also the power used

for processing the lost data goes waste. With only DMS capability, output buffer overflow

probability is smaller because of the fixed service at the input and variable service at the

output. If service rate of the processor is of some moderate value then input buffer overflow

probabilty is more during catastrophic period. This moderate service rate of processor also

restricts the use of higher transmission rate. This higher transmission rate can be utilized

during catastrophic period by making processor to work with the highest possible service

rate. It increases the idle time probabilty of the processor and idle power wastage during

normal period. So a sensor node with only DMS capability is also not a good choice.
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Figure 6.9: Performance of a sensor node with fixed service rate

Figure 6.9 shows performance measures of a wireless sensor node with fixed service rate.

Performance measures obtained by SHARPE analysis and obtained from MATLAB simu-

lation have been compared and found consistant with each other.

Similarly Figure 6.10 shows performance measures of a wireless sensor node with multiple

service rates both analytical and simulative.

Figure 6.11 compares the various performance measures of a sensor node with fixed service

rate with that of a sensor node with multiple service rates. Overflow probability OV2 is one

of the QoS parameter of interest and Lifetime of sensor node is another. With the use of
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Figure 6.10: Performance of a sensor node with multiple service rates

CAP management technique it is seen possible to reduce OV2 and increase the lifetime as

seen from Figure 6.12.

From all the above comparison graphs a rate adaptive (multi rate) sensor node seems to

outperform the one with fixed service rate in view of lifetime, buffer overflow probability,

latency, throughput etc.

Next chapter summarizes the thesis, its conclusion and the future scope of research.
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Figure 6.11: Comparison between fixed service rate and multiple service rates

Figure 6.12: Comparison between fixed service rate and multiple service rates for (a) buffer
overflow prob. and (b) lifetime



Chapter 7

CAPM Overheads

Analytical and simulation results show the lifetime improvement of a sensor node along

with the reduction in buffer overflow probability. Now we discuss the additional energy

cost required to achieve this. Due to large number of sensor nodes, price has to be very

less. Hardware with DVFS and DMS capability may increase the price. With advance-

ment in technology this price will reduce in future. But other than price overhead, there

are some overheads associated with CAPM technology. Startup time and startup energy

overheads are always there even if CAPM is not implemented. With the help of periodic

sleep scheduling, we have restricted the very frequent wakeup of sensor nodes.

Overheads are associated with CAPM technique mainly because of its rate switching ca-

pability. Switching time and switching energy are two main factors which contribute to

the performance and energy cost of sensor node respectively. For CAPM enabled sensor

node, we need a processor/ microcontroller with DVFS capability and a radio transceiver

with DMS capability. Currently no radio is available with DMS capability but DVFS is

available with a number of high end processors but not siutable for WSN applications due

to high power consumptions.

103
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7.1 Overheads with low end devices

Now a days, low power hardware, compatible with IEEE 802.15.4 wireless standard are

available and widely used in wireless Sensor Network. ATmega128RFA1 is having 8-bit

AVR Microcontroller with Low Power 2.4GHz Transceiver for ZigBee and IEEE 802.15.4.

It’s microcontroller speed grade is 0-16 MHz 1.8-3.6 V. It’s transceiver supports 4 different

data rates of 250 kb/s, 500kb/s, 1Mb/s and 2Mb/s [65].

Figure 7.1 shows the current drawn by microcontroller when operated with various speeds

(operated with supply voltage of 3 volts). It is important to note that idle current consump-

tion is different for different speeds. As seen in Chapter 2, reducing the speed (processing

rate) will reduce the power consumption and idle time of sensor node. With reduced speed

even if sensor node remains idle for some duration, it will consume less idle power than

that with higher speed.

Figure 7.1: Current consumption of microcontroller in ATmega128RFA1 [162]

As wakeup time for low power devices is in microseconds (less than 250 microseconds for

ATmega128RFA1 radio) we may get switching times just few nano seconds. Switching en-

ergy is a function of switching time, have smaller switching time will result in less switch-

ing energy overheads. ATmega128RFA1 neither have Dynamic Voltage nor Dynamic Fre-

quency scaling capability inbuilt within it. But application can change the CPU freqnency
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in the application program at run time by configuring the Prescalar register. When we tried

to achieve DFS by configuring the Prescalar register, we observed the frequency switch-

ing time for various frequencies between 19 µ sec to 28 µ sec. For rough estimation of

switching energy, we will consider a constant frequency switching time of approx. 20 µ

sec. Figure 7.2 and Figure 7.3 show the clock pulses with two different frequencies (1

MHz and 8 MHz) and switching time period in between.

Figure 7.2: Clock frequency switching from 8 MHz to 1 MHz

Only DFS does not give any energy reduction. In order to exploit the advantage of DVFS

we consider two clock frequencies at two different supply voltages (note that voltage range

1.8V to 3.6V supports frequency range from 1 MHz to 16 MHz). Let us consider maximum

clock frequency of 16 MHz, supported at 3.0V supply voltage and other clock frequency

of 8 MHz.

active power with 16MHz f req. = (3.7mA) · (3V ) = 11.1 mW (7.1)

idle power with 16MHz f req. = (1.1mA) · (3V ) = 3.3 mW (7.2)
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Figure 7.3: Clock frequency switching from 1 MHz to 8 MHz

Now, when operated with 8 MHz clock frequency, power consumption will be just

(8/16)3 = 0.125 times that with 16 MHz frequency.

active power with 8MHz f req. = (0.125) · (11.1 mW ) = 1.3875 mW (7.3)

If we consider 8 MHz frequency supported at 1.8 V, active current drawn will be 0.7708

mA. Idle current drawn with 8 MHz frequency at 1.8 V is 0.75 mA.

idle power with 8MHz f req. = (0.75mA) · (1.8V ) = 1.35 mW (7.4)

We executed a simple program on ATmega128RFA1, where 200 buffer characters were

stored and added together, first 100 characters were added with 16 MHz clock frequency

and remaining 100 characters added with 8 MHz clock frequency. It is similar to DVFS

where buffer threshold is set to the 100, if number of characters in buffer are more than

100, serve with higher rate (16 MHz) and if less than 100, serve with lower rate (8 MHZ).

We have suggested the same policy for CAPM.
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We observed that 32 clock cycles are required to add one character every time. Clock

period with 16 MHz clock frequency is 0.0625 µsec and with 8 MHz freqnency it is 0.125

µsec. For adding first 100 characters, time taken is,

T16 = (No. o f characters to be added) · (clk cycles per character addition) · (clock period)

= (100) · (32) · (0.0625)

= 200 µsec (7.5)

Similarly, adding next 100 characters with 8 MHz clock frequency will take,

T8 = 400 µsec (7.6)

So, total time reqired for adding 200 characters should be,

TTotal = T16 +T8

= 600 µsec (7.7)

Experimentally, we observed this time is 720 µsec i.e. 120µsec extra time is required.

This time consists of frequency switching time and time required for execution of software

program which monitors the buffer and accordingly make switching decision. In our ex-

periment frequency switching occurs only once frome 16 MHz to 8 MHz. As observed,

switching time is approx. 20 µsec. Remaining 100 µsecs are consumed for buffer moni-

toring. In our experiment, buffer is monitored 200 times. 100 times buffer was monitored

with 16 MHZ frequency and 100 times with 8 MHz frequency. As working with 8 MHz

frequency takes double time than that with 16 MHz, buffer monitoring with 8 MHz has

consumed total 66.66 µsecs and with 16 MHz it has consumed 33.33 µsecs. Here, we can
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note that buffer monitoring program execution consumes 5 clock cycles every time. This

is about the latency ( total switching time) overhead. Now, we calculate total switching

enery overheads.

Frequency switching occured only once, from 16 MHz to 8 MHz, so during switching

period power in the initial state will be consumed.

f req. switching energy (16→ 8) = (switching time) · (P16)

= (20µsecs) · (11.1mW )

= 222 nJ (7.8)

Total buffer monitoring energy can be calculated as,

bu f f er moni. energy = (moni. time with 16 MHz) · (P16 +(moni. time with 8MHz) · (P8)

= (33.33µsecs) · (11.1mW )+(66.66µsecs) · (1.3875mW )

= 461.5 nJ (7.9)

Total energy cost is,

Total switching energy (energy cost) = ( f req. switching energy)+(bu f f er monitoring energy)

= (222nJ)+(461.5nJ)

= 683.5 nJ (7.10)
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Total energy consumption (Evar) = (P16 ·200)+(P8 ·400)+(Total switching energy)

= (2220nJ)+(555nJ)+(683.5nJ)

= 3458.5 nJ (7.11)

Out of 3458.5 nJ of total energy consumption, 2775 nJ is consumed for adding of characters

and 683.5 nJ is the extra energy cost used for frequency switching.

If we have not performed frequency switching and have operated with fixed 16 MHz fre-

quency only, total enery required is,

E16 = (T16) · (P16)

= (400µsecs) · (11.1mW )

= 4440 nJ (7.12)

Energy saved f or adding o f characters = 4440−2775

= 1665 nJ (7.13)

We can see, 1665 nJ energy is saved at the extra energy cost of 683.5 nJ. So, net energy

saving is 981.5 nJ.

Net energy saving = (E16)− (Evar)

= (4440nJ)− (3458.5nJ)

= 981.5 nJ (7.14)

From above equations, it becomes clear that DVFS not only reduces power but also reduces
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energy consumption. Here, it must be noted that the actual power consumption depends on

number of times frequency switches from higher value to lower value and vice versa. In

above analysis, if frequency switching takes place from 8 MHz to 16 MHz then frequency

switching energy consumption will be different though we consider switching time to be

constant. It will be,

f req. switching energy (8→ 16) = (switching time) · (P8)

= (20µsecs) · (1.3875mW )

= 27.75 nJ (7.15)

which is much smaller than 222 nJ energy consumed while switching frequency from 16

MHz to 8 MHz.

Now consider radio transceiver used in ATmega128RFA1. It does not support DMS but

support four data rates of 250 Kbps, 500 Kbps, 1 Mbps and 2 Mbps. It also supports

variable transmit power outputs. Using DMS we are able to vary data rate as well as

transmit power together. We try to map these variable output power with DMS. Here

symbol rate is considered 250 Kbps, supply voltage is 3.0 V.

Figure 7.4 shows the current drawn by radio transceiver used in ATmega128RFA1. We

consider, when number of bits transmitted per symbol is 1 then bit rate is same as symbol

rate (250 Kbps). With this data rate, RF output power is -16.5 dBm and transmitter power

consumption is 24 mW. When number of bits transmitted per symbol are 2, then effective

bit rate becomes 500 Kbps,RF output power is 3.5 dBm and transmitter power consumption

is 43.5 mW.

As ATmega128RFA1 is Zigbee compliant, we consider the same packet size of maximum

128 bytes, packet header of 28 bytes and maximum payload of 100 bytes (please note that
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Figure 7.4: Current consumption of radio transceiver in ATmega128RFA1 [162]

for ATmega128RFA1, these specifications may differ). 4 msec time is required to transmit

a packet of 128 bytes using 250 Kbps data rate (i.e. 1 bit per symbol).

Energy consumed = (transmission time) · (power)

= (4 msec) · (24mW )

= 96 µJ (7.16)

Now if we select 2 bits per symbol for transmission then effective bit rate will be two times

more than symbol rate (i.e. 500 Kbps). Effective packet size will be,

e f f ective packet size = header size+ e f f ectivepayload

= 28+50

= 78 bytes (7.17)
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Time required for transmission of one packet will be, 2.5 msec.

Energy consumed = (transmission time) · (power)

= (2.5 msec) · (43.5mW )

= 108.75 µJ (7.18)

From above analysis, we can see that increasing the number of bits per symbol increases

the effect data rate and reduces the transmission time. This time saving is obtained at the

cost of extra energy consumption. Here 1.5 msec time is saved but at the cost of extra

12.75 µ J of energy.

ATmega128RFA1 packet header does not contain any information regarding data rate. So,

on the fly data rate can not be changed. Both transmitter and receiver are required to be

synchronized for the same data rate. Here it is not possible to check rate switching times

but as the radio wakeup time is less than 250 µsec,rate switching times are expected to be

less than 250 µsec.



Chapter 8

Conclusion and Future Scope

At the end of the thesis, before reaching to the conclusion, we will first summarize the

thesis. Future scope gives further possibilities of research in this dirction.

8.1 Summary

In this thesis, we have suggested a coordinated adaptive power management (CAPM) tech-

nique for wireless sensor nodes. Power optimization technique DVFS for processor and

DMS for transmitter are coordinted together w.r.t. the input buffer occupancy (workload).

With CAPM, we are trying to increase the lifetime of individual sensor nodes, which in

turn improves the lifetime of Wireless Sensor Network (WSN). For the rare event monitor-

ing and detection applications, data traffic in the network is non uniform and unpredictable.

In this scenario, it is important to have WSN alive when the event of interest occurs. In

order to have WSN alive, sufficiently high number of sensor nodes must be alive in the net-

work. So, increasing the lifetime of individual sensor node is important in view of a long

lived WSN. Low power hardware and sleep scheduling schemes are helpful in increasing
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lifetime of sensor nodes. Further power saving can be achieved by applying CAPM during

ON period of sensor nodes.

We are aiming to increase the lifetime by power optimization at senor node level but at the

same time we are concerned with the QoS. Here QoS parameter considered is data loss

due to buffer overflow. Due to very small size and limited hardware capabilities sensor

nodes are highly prone to this kind of data loss. Purpose of CAP management technique is

to use the optimum power to handle the workload with QoS. Wireless sensor networks are

mainly deployed for special event detection and monitoring of such events and hence need

to handle a very non uniform traffic pattern. Sensor nodes use multihop communication

due to limited battery power available for transmission. Hence when an event gets detected

at one corner of the sensing field, other sensor nodes far away in the field need to forward

the detected data towards the sink. So, aim of this research is two fold- Saving the power

during no event period (normal period) and reducing the data loss due to buffer congestion

at the cost of increased power consumption when event occurs (catastrophic period).

A wireless sensor node with discrete rates has been considered as practically it is not pos-

sible to have a continuous rate adaptation due to hardware constraints. Rate adaptation

helps to adjust the power consumption of a sensor node as per the actual workload require-

ment. Figure 3.5 shows the conceptual block schematic for CAPM technique. In Chapter

4, tandem queue model of sensor node has been considered with various capabilities and

MATLAB simulation results have shown. We have modeled, analyzed and simulated a

sensor node with fixed service rate, with only DVFS, with only DMS technique and with

both DVFS and DMS implemented together. Table 4.1 shows the simulation results for a

sensor node with fixed service rate. It shows that, during normal period, sensor node re-

mains idle over large period (25% to 58% of ON time). So, obviously idle power wastage

is more. During catastrophic period, idle period has minimized (6% and below) but over-
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flow probability at input buffer (OV1) is very large (above 25%). It means increased data

traffic is dropped before entering the node, so power is saved but data of interest has lost.

Figure 4.6, Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8 show the comparison between sensor nodes with

various capabilities. A sensor node with only DVFS facility implemented on it can control

the overflow probability of input buffer by increasing the clock frequency of the proces-

sor. Increased service rate of the processor increases the data arrival rate in the output

buffer but since transmitter works with fixed service rate, overflow probability of the out-

put queue (OV2) increases. This situation is highly undesirable as the processed data gets

lost and power used for processing that data also goes waste. Similarly, when only DMS is

implemented, it results in decreasing the output buffer overflow probability at the cost of

increased power but as the first server works with fixed service rate, input buffer overflow

can not be controlled. Integrating both DVFS and DMS on a sensor node results in con-

trolling the overflow probabilities of both the buffers. Though more power is consumed by

DVFS and DMS during catastrophe by working with higher service rates data loss due to

buffer overflow is reduced and can be kept within the tolerence limit which is the highest

priority QoS parameter during catastrophe.

As the data arrival rate is very small during normal periods, buffer overflow possibilities

are negligible but possibilities of servers remaining idle are more. More the idle period,

more is the power wastage. So, for power constrained wireless sensor nodes power saving

becomes highest priority QoS parameter during normal periods is reducing the idle period.

It is achieved by reducing the service rates of the servers. Fixed service rate sensor nodes

are designed to handle worst case conditions and hence their service rates are set quite

high. During normal periods these servers remain idle most of the time and large amount

of power is wasted but there is negligible chance of buffer overflow. Power saved during

normal periods can be used during catastrophic periods to reduce data loss due to buffer
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overflows. As compared to fixed service rate sensor node lifetime increase of 15% was

seen when only DVFS was implemented on a sensor node while implementing only DMS

it was 17.5% but DVFS and DMS together applied on a sensor node resulted in 27.22%

lifetime increase.

After analyzing a sensor node as a tandem queue, CAPM found giving better results in

terms of lifetime and overflow probability. We have considered a sensor node as a single

entity (server) inside which DVFS and DMS works in a coordinated manner. Changing the

service rate of sensor node will internally select a specific processing rate and a specific

number of bits per symbol in a look up table manner. This single server model of sensor

node we have tried to capture using Markov chain (Refer Figure 5.4. This is a bulk arrival

and batch service M[x]/M/1/N model. Flow chart for a sensor node with CAPM and

having two active states (active Low and active High) is shown in Figure 5.3.

Analysis of Markov chain model on paper has become a tedious job due to large number

of equations involved in it. So, we have carried out the analysis with the GSPN models

using software analysis tool, SHARPE. Chapter 6, gives all the GSPN models and their

sensitivity analysis. Figures 6.11 and Figure 6.12 shows the comparison between a sensor

node with fixed service rate and with multiple service rates (CAPM). From all the above

comparison graphs, a multi rate (CAPM) sensor node seems to outperform the one with

fixed service rate in view of lifetime, buffer overflow probability, latency, throughput etc.

8.2 Conclusion

Non uniformity of traffic in WSN can be exploited to increase the lifetime of sensor nodes.

Sensor node with only DVFS or only DMS capability does not give required QoS. DVFS

and DMS implementation on a sensor node with coordinated manner can give us better
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results. Selected service rates are considered to satisfy the latency constraint. Data loss

due to buffer overflows can be reduced with CAPM technique along with lifetime improve-

ment.

Both DVFS and DMS integrated together on a sensor node can effectively suffice the pur-

pose of power optimization as well as data loss reduction. DVFS and DMS techniques

coordinated with input buffer makes the makes the sensor node operation more effective.

Markov model of sensor node, Matlab simulation results and Generalized Stochastic Petri

Net (GSPN) model of sensor node simulated using SHARPE, support the concept of CAP

management. We have analyzed a sensor node as a tandem queue model to capture the

internal functioning of a sensor node and effect of DVFS and DMS on various parame-

ters. After coordinating DVFS and DMS together with actual workload to be handled, we

prepared a look up table which gives values of processing frequency and transmission rate

for a specific value of data arrival rate which reduces data loss. Each pair of processing

frequency and constellation size (transmission rate) is assigned with a specific value of

service rate of a sensor node.

8.3 Future scope

This thesis provides the performance analysis of a sensor node which supports only two

service rates (active high and active low). With the availability of hardware, such N number

of discrete service rates can be possible. Study of CAPM with such N number of service

rates may result in better power optimization and better QoS, where switching from one

rate to the next rate will be much faster and with minimal overheads. Along with perfor-

mance analysis, reliability analysis of the model can be carried out.

Another thing that can be done further is a WSN can be simulated with every sensor node
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with CAPM capability. For some real life application effect of CAPM on the lifetime

of WSN can be studied. This thesis has studied the effect of CAPM on the lifetime of

a sensor node. When lifetime of all the sensor nodes in a WSN will be increased using

CAPM technique, what is the aggregate effect on the lifetime of WSN can be studied.

This thesis presents modeling and simulation of wireless sensor node with CAPM. It will

be interesting to implement on real hardware. Currently no radio hardware available in the

market supports DMS technique. Design of a low power radio with DMS capability will

ensure the actual gain with CAPM.
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